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Abstract 
The reliable performance of power electronic modules has been a concern for 
many years due to their increased use in applications which demand high 
availability and longer lifetimes. Thick Al wire bonding is a key technique for 
providing interconnections in power electronic modules. Today, wire bond lift-
off and heel cracking are often considered the most lifetime limiting factors of 
power electronic modules as a result of cyclic thermomechanical stresses.  
Therefore, it is important for power electronic packaging manufacturers to 
address this issue at the design stage and on the manufacturing line. 
Techniques for the non-destructive, real-time evaluation and control of wire 
bond quality have been proposed to detect defects in manufacture and predict 
reliability prior to in-service exposure. This approach has the potential to 
improve the accuracy of lifetime prediction for the manufactured product. 
In this thesis, a non-destructive technique for detecting bond quality by the 
application of a semi-supervised classification algorithm to process signals 
obtained from an ultrasonic generator is presented. Experimental tests verified 
that the classification method is capable of accurately predicting bond quality, 
indicated by bonded area as measured by X-ray tomography. Samples 
classified during bonding were subjected to both passive and active cycling 
and the distribution of bond life amongst the different classes analysed. It is 
demonstrated that the as-bonded quality classification is closely correlated 
with cycling life and can therefore be used as a non-destructive tool for 
monitoring bond quality and predicting useful service life. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 
 
This chapter presents a brief introduction to power electronic modules and 
their important role in a wide range of applications such as transport and 
renewable power generation and transmission.  Then, the assembly structure 
and important packaging materials of a typical power electronic module is 
described. Thermomechanical fatigue is identified as a key driver for module 
failure and in particular the bond wires responsible for electrical interconnect 
to the top surface of the semiconductor dies. Variability in the quality of the 
wire bonding process is identified as a major concern as it will lead to variable 
product life. Techniques for determining the quality of bonded wires during 
bonding are discussed and the importance of being able to generate on-line, 
non-destructive predictions of individual wire bond life identified. Then, the 
contributions objectives of this thesis are discussed and finally the contents of 
each chapter are summarised. 
1.1.  Overview and Motivation 
Global energy generation has increased significantly over recent decades [1]. 
According to a recent global status report, fossil fuels are the
2 
 
 world’s major energy source (82%) (see Fig. 1.1)[2]. However, over-reliance 
of fossil fuels in order to meet the demand for energy leads to serious 
environmental and human health concerns. Furthermore, fossil fuels are not 
renewable and will run out one day. Therefore, future energy generation will 
progress with growing use of alternative energy resources such as wind, wave, 
solar, biomass, etc. which are renewable, free and environmentally friendly [3]. 
 
Figure  1.1: World total primary energy supply of fuels in 2012 [2] 
The electricity generated from the majority of renewable energy resources 
cannot be connected directly to the power network [4] and typically, requires 
power electronics to convert the generated electricity into a form suitable for 
the grid connection [5]. Power electronics is a fundamental technology in 
alternative energy resources. Apart from its essential role in renewable energy, 
power electronics underpins many low-carbon transport and energy 
technologies, including hybrid and electric, railways and aircraft. 
 In the last four decades, power electronics has made remarkable progress 
towards the efficient conversion and more flexible control of energy. However, 
recent developments in the application of power electronics have highlighted 
the need for increased reliability in order to have high availability, longer 
29% 
31.40% 
21.30% 
4.80% 
2.40% 
10% 
1.10% 
World total primary energy supply of fuels in 2012 
(155,505TWh) 
Coal *
Oil
Nautral gas
Nuclear
Hydro
Biofules and waste
Other **
* Peat and oil shale are aggregated with coal. 
** Includes geothermal, solar, wind, heat, etc. 
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lifetimes and lower maintenance costs under long time operations and harsh 
environments.  
A key enabling technology for power electronics are power semiconductor 
devices. Typical power electronic devices can be divided into two groups: 1) 
two terminal devices such as PiN diodes and Schottky diodes; 2) three terminal 
devices-switches such as bipolar junction transistor (BJT), metal-oxide 
semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET), insulated gate bipolar 
transistor (IGBT) and thyristors. These devices have different voltage and 
current ratings and switching frequencies. Among these devices the IGBT 
power module is preferred for many applications as it offers the best 
compromise between cost, ease of application and performance [6]. Some 
example of packages is shown in Fig. 1.2). 
 
Figure  1.2: Different type of IGBT modules. 
In power IGBT modules various components of different materials with 
different thermal expansion coefficient (CTE) are connected together. Fig. 1.3 
shows an opened module and Fig. 1.4 illustrates a cross-section view of a 
power electronic module.  
4 
 
 
Figure  1.3: A typical IGBT module with baseplate 
The main components are copper base plate, ceramic substrate, conductors, 
semi-conductors and the wire bonds. The entire module is encapsulated with 
silicone gel, closed with a lid and finally screwed to a heat sink. For better 
thermal transfer from the module to the heat sink a thin layer of thermal 
interface material is used (see Fig. 1.4). The manufacturing line of power 
electronic modules requires different assembly processes such as soldering, 
ultrasonic wire bonding, direct, diffusion-bonding of copper (DBC). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Power semiconductors 
Wire bonds Ceramic substrate 
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 Figure  1.4: Cross-section view of power IGBT module package 
Under operational conditions, power electronic modules dissipate heat and this 
result in variations in temperature in the various material layers. Differences in 
thermal expansion coefficients of the different constituents cause the materials 
to expand and contract at different rates leading to the generation of 
mechanical stresses [7].  Thermomechanical load cycles can lead to 
degradation and failure of the interconnections such as the wire bonds and 
solder joints and finally whole modules.  For a high service life of the module, 
the connections within the modules must be robust and reliable. Therefore it is 
important for power electronic packaging manufacturers to address the 
reliability issues at the design stage and on the manufacturing line [8].  
Wire bond lift-off and bond heel cracking are often considered the most 
important factors in power electronic module reliability. Wire bonding is a 
standard technology that provides electrical contact for the power 
semiconductor devices. In this process, in order to facilitate uniform current 
Encapsulation 
Package 
case 
DBC 
Terminal Lead 
Heatsink 
Thermal 
interface 
material 
Base plate 
Wire-bond Si devices 
Ceramic 
Solder 
layers 
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distribution in the power semiconductor devices and so as not exceed the 
current carrying capacity of the wire, a number of wires are bonded in parallel 
(see Fig. 1.5).  
 
Figure  1.5: Aluminium (Al) thick wire bonds on IGBT and diode in a power 
module 
Power semiconductor devices function as switches. During operation, these 
devices switch on and off in milliseconds causing losses which are generated 
by switching and conduction. These losses produce heat; therefore, wire bonds 
are subjected to temperature swings as they are on the active area of the Si 
devices. Cracks initiate at the boundaries of bonded area (extreme edges) due 
to thermo-mechanical stress then develop towards the bond centre (see Fig. 
1.6). When the cracks reach the centre the bond lifts off, and the current 
density of the remaining attached wires increases. Changes in current density 
of the wires may cause a non-uniform current distribution within the chip 
leading to a change in temperature distribution. The rate of degradation 
mechanisms may subsequently increase because of the change in temperature 
distribution. Therefore, the quality of each single wire bond is important, since 
a single defect in one of the wire bonds might result in rapid failure of the 
device, the power module and the whole system. 
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Figure  1.6: A cross-section view of Al wire showing cracks propagation during 
cycling  
On the manufacturing line, the strength of wire bonds is usually evaluated by 
shear and pull tests, normally as a pre-treatment method at the start-up of 
production. The average value of the bond strength of a small number of 
sacrificial bonds indicates that the process can be started or needs further 
actions.  However, both shear and pull test are reported as not being able to 
adequately judge bond strength efficiently can be more an indication of the 
mechanical properties of wires rather than the quality of bonded wire [9]. 
Furthermore, both tests are destructive and the scarified bonds cannot be 
evaluated over their entire lifetime. For example, a sample tile taken from the 
manufacturing line and subjected to thermal cycling test from -55 to +125°C 
may typically show a variation in wire bond lifetime from 1000 cycles to 2200 
cycles as illustrated in Fig. 1.7.  
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Figure  1.7: Lifetime variation of wire bonds subjected to passive thermal 
cycling 
Consequently, the development and improvement of techniques for the on-line 
evaluation of bond quality and early detection of defects has been a topic of 
interest for many years.  
1.2.  Contributions 
In general, the need to extract reliable, real-time information and analysis 
during the wire bonding process can be summarized as follows: 1) It can be 
used as a pre-treatment method in the start-up of production, so that faults or 
abnormalities in the wire bonding process can be detected at the onset; 2) The 
production line can be optimized through on-line analysis. If the wire bonding 
system makes weak bonds continuously then the operator can detect the 
abnormality and stop the production. 3) Production processes can be 
streamlined to identify varying bond quality to efficiently screen substrates and 
modules. 
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So far, there have been several attempts by researchers to obtain quality 
information without sacrificing wires and with different degrees of success. 
These include characterization of bond signals obtained from the ultrasonic 
generator [10, 11] and measurement of bond tool tip vibration with a laser 
vibro-meter and or sensor attached to the transducer [12-14]. Although a 
number of these methods are able to discriminate bond quality (i.e. “strong” 
and “weak” bonds) [12, 15], none have shown the ability to resolve subtle 
quality differences as might happen within a production batch as a result of 
wear-out in bonding tools, calibration issues, human factors, environmental 
factors, bond surface quality in terms of cleanliness, etc. Furthermore, none of 
these have shown capable of predicting the resulting individual wire bond 
lifetime. 
The purpose of this research project has therefore been to develop and improve 
existing methods for on-line assessment of bond quality with the target of 
being able to predict wire bond lifetime from its initial condition and in real 
time. 
The research objectives are detailed as follows: 
1. To develop a methodology for detecting subtle quality differences in 
bond quality using signals obtained from ultrasonic generator and 
directly links there quality with actual lifetimes. 
2. To improve understanding of wire bonding process by observing the 
effect of the complex interaction of bonding parameters.  
3. To evaluate the initial bond quality and through its lifetime using a 
non-destructive tool instead of destructive characterization methods 
such as shear test. 
4. To estimate module lifetime from wire bond process data. 
5. To improve understanding of the effect of substrate/ Silicon device 
cleanliness prior wire bonding.  
6. To provide uncertainty information in development of wire bond 
lifetime models to address some user needs. 
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1.3.  Thesis Structure 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 reports on background studies for this thesis. The bonding process is 
briefly introduced. Then, failure mechanism and a review of wire bond 
evaluation techniques is presented. This chapter ends with details of previous 
works on on-line wire bond quality monitoring techniques. 
In Chapter 3, the non-destructive technique for on-line quality assessment of 
the wire bonding process is presented. This chapter is divided into three 
sections. In the first section, the wire bonding equipment used in this work is 
introduced. Then, in the second section, the non-destructive method of 
observing Al wire bonds in initial condition and over its lifetime by 3D x-ray 
tomography is given. Finally, the details background of the semi-supervised 
algorithm used in this thesis is described. 
In Chapter 4, the importance of optimization of the wire bonding process 
parameters prior to wire bonding is studied. Five important process parameters 
are selected at five levels and the reliability of the bended wires is investigated 
under passive thermal cycling. In addition, the change in electrical signals 
obtained from the ultrasonic generator is observed as a result of changes in the 
bonding parameters. 
In Chapter 5, the technique presented in Chapter 3 is employed for predicting 
the in-service life-time of bonded wires by using samples produced using the 
optimized bonding parameter described in Chapter 4.  The quality of bonded 
wire is predicted, and then the predicted result is compared with the actual 
lifetime data. Finally, the bond degradation rate and model performance for 
different surface treatments is given.   
In Chapter 6, the model classifier that is built in Chapter 5 is used for 
predicting class of a few samples which are subjected to active power cycling 
tests. The predicted results are compared with actual lifetime data. 
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In Chapter 7, conclusions and future works for the on-line assessment 
technique are discussed.  
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Chapter 2  Background and 
Literature Review   
 
This chapter describes the background studies for this thesis. Firstly, a detailed 
description of the wire bonding process is presented. Then, wire bond failure 
mechanisms and the evaluation techniques for the wire bonding process are 
reviewed, including details on on-line quality monitoring techniques. 
2.1.  Wire Bonding Technology 
Wire bonding is a standard technology for providing electrical interconnection 
between semiconductor chips and relative metal pads on substrates or lead 
frames [16]. Literally billions of wires are bonded every year for use in 
electronic devices, including power electronic modules. Aluminium (Al) 
wedge bonding is typically used in power modules. 
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The purpose of the wire bonding process is to make a continuous metallurgical 
attachment between the wire and bonding surface. According to the energy 
source and force used during bonding, the wire bonding technology can be 
divided into three categories: 1) thermo-compression ball bonding, 2) thermo-
sonic ball bonding and 3) ultrasonic wedge bonding. Thermo-compression and 
thermo-sonic ball bonding are not related here as this work is concerned with 
ultrasonic wedge bonding.  
2.2.  Ultrasonic Wedge Bonding 
Ultrasonic bonding is the most common technology used for Al wire and is the 
most commonly used technique for making electrical contacts on the 
semiconductor chip in power electronics applications.  
2.2.1.  Ultrasonic Wedge Wire Bonder 
A typical ultrasonic wedge bonder consists of an ultrasonic generator and a 
bond-head. The main constituents of the bond-head are a transducer 
(piezoelectric driver), which converts the ultrasonic signals into mechanical 
oscillation, a voice coil motor, the bond tool (wedge), a touch-down sensor, a 
wire guide and cutter (see Fig. 2.1).  
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Figure  2.1: Ultrasonic wedge-wedge wire bonder  
2.2.2.  Ultrasonic Wedge Wire Bonding Process 
Fig. 2.2 illustrates the steps in wedge-wedge ultrasonic bonding. In the first 
bond, bonding tool moves down to the programmed bond position in contact 
with silicon device. Bond forces coupled with ultrasonic waves are applied 
during bonding time through the bonding tool. During the bonding process, 
bond wire is attached to the bond pad by interfacial motion (scrubbing) upon 
first application of ultrasonic energy that results some cleaning action [17].The 
scrubbing motion breaks up surface oxide, exposes a fresh surface and 
promotes intimate contact between the pad and bonding wire. Non-optimum 
Voice coil 
motor 
Wedge 
Transducer 
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bonding parameters may however leave residual surface oxide [18, 19]. The 
ultrasonic energy absorbed by the wire significantly reduces its deformation 
stress, allowing plastic flow to occur at the interfaces and a metallurgical bond 
to form [20]; the softening achieved can be equivalent to that achievable by 
heating the wire to several hundreds of degrees Celsius [20-22]. After creating 
the first bond between the wire and pad/substrate, then the tool moves the wire 
to form a loop, ending at the next bond pad. In this step, the bond head again 
brings the wire into contact with defined force, and ultrasonically welds the 
second bond onto the surface. Finally the bond head moves up slightly to cut 
the wire.  
                                                                                 
Figure  2.2: Ultrasonic wedge bonding process a) the starting point and bonding 
first bond, b) wire bond looping process c) end of looping process, d) the 
ending point and bonding second bond  
In the ultrasonic wedge bonding process, ultrasonic power is an important 
factor. During the formation of a bond, the piezoelectric driver converts 
electrical signal into mechanical oscillation/vibration. The vibration is 
amplifies to a larger value at the tip. This results an oscillatory motion and 
force parallel to the bond pad and the bond interface.  
b) 
d) 
a) 
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2.3.  Wire Bonding Process Variation and Process Parameters 
Optimization 
The quality/strength of a bond depends on various parameters, such as the 
capability of wire bonder, wear-out of bonding tools, calibration issues, human 
factors, environmental factors, wire bonding set-up parameters, bonding 
temperature and bond pad cleanliness. These above factors can directly impact 
on ultimate quality of each single bond[23].  
Assuming that the wire bonder is capable of make reliable bonds repeatedly, 
and that there are no calibration issues, no wear-out in bonding tools, no 
human errors or environmental issues, it is still important to use optimised 
bonding process parameters, as they control bond wire quality and reliability 
[24-26]. A number of studies have found that inappropriate bonding 
parameters can deform the bonds extensively resulting very thin and weak 
heels that can be broken easily [27]. Poor loop settings and bond head 
movements can subject the wire to excessive stresses resulting heel cracks and 
weakly adhered bonds [27]. According to Schafer et al. [28], Pufall [29] and 
Satianrangsarith et al .[24], ultrasonic power, bonding force and time are key 
bonding process parameters. Several attempts have been made to optimize 
these parameters to reduce wire bonding process variation and improve the 
quality of the wire bonding process.  One popular methodology often used is 
Design of Experiments (DoE) [24, 26, 30-32]. However, these have not 
investigated in sufficient details considering the complex interaction between 
parameters. In addition, even if the bonding parameters are identical and 
optimized the bond quality could considerably vary due to other source of 
variation that cannot be recognize so easily.   
2.4.  Wire bonding Failure Mechanisms 
In power electronic modules reliability, understanding the wire bonding 
process and reliability and robustness of wire bonds is an important issue for 
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development of power electronic technology and manufacturing line 
optimization.  
As mentioned earlier, the degradation of the bond interface occurs due to 
repeated heating and cooling during switching of the devices results in thermo-
mechanical strains because of the mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients 
(CTE) between the Al bonding wire and the silicon chip at the interface (see 
Fig. 2.3). This thermo-mechanical loading leads to the initiation of cracks and 
the propagation of new and pre-existing micro cracks.  
 
 
Figure  2.3: Schematic diagram of Al wire bond experiencing different stress 
during operation 
The cracks/ micro voids propagate from the bond heel and toe towards middle 
of bonds until complete wire lift-off. The cracks and voids usually occur at the 
interface, and may be brought about by the presence of extraneous particles 
and oxides. [33]. The crack paths are typically 10-20µm above the interface. 
Microstructure analysis of bonded wire shows small Al grains just above 
interface and large grain of Al within the bulk wire. The fine grain layer is 
harder than large grain layer, so the weakest region may be at the boundary 
between these two grain sizes (see Fig. 2.4) [34]. 
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Figure  2.4:  Cross-section of Al wire bond showing crack grows 10-20 µm 
above the bond interface[34]  
A footprint study of lifted wires confirmed that the weakest part of the 
interface is between grain sizes, as layers of Al remained on the bond pad [17] 
(see Fig. 2.5). This has also been confirmed by hardness and electron 
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) investigations by [35, 36]. The EBSD images 
revealed that recrystallization and grain growth continue during thermal 
cycling (see Fig. 2.6). In the as-bonded condition (zero cycles), the Al wire 
bonds show fine grained and highly deformed structure, but after thermal 
treatment, the grains coarsen considerably [36-39]. 
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Figure  2.5: SEM image of Al wire lift-off a) remain Al wire on bond pad, b) Al 
wire [40] 
 
Figure  2.6: EBSD images of Al wire bond in a) as-bonded condition and b) 
after 1000hr at 135°C[36] 
a) 
b) 
as-bonded condition 
after 1000 hr at 135°C 
Remain Al wire on bond pad 
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Compared to wire bond lift-off, heel cracking rarely occurs in power electronic 
modules. When it does occur, it is often under harsh operation conditions 
especially where the bond loop geometry has not been optimized [41]. Heel 
cracking is caused by mechanical bending stress where the bond wire expands 
and contracts in a cyclical way during operation. The temperature fluctuation 
generates displacement at the upper side of bond wire in the heel which leads 
mechanical bending stress at this region [22, 35, 41] (see Fig. 2.7). 
 
   
Figure  2.7: Heel crack in heavy Al wire bonding 1) SEM image of observed 
heal crack after active power cycling 2) Heel crack through bonded wires [34] 
The lifetime of Al wire bonds can be enhanced by increasing the Al grain size 
above bond interface by annealing [33, 38]. The other solution is to provide 
clean bond pad surface and remove any contamination prior to wire bonding. 
Using plasma cleaning before bonding provides the best wire bond quality in 
order to achieve highest reliability [42-45]. 
Another solution is using an organic coating onto the wire intended to promote 
better contact even with large cracks [25, 46]. A few studies suggest that using 
glop-top can reduce the stress in wire bonds and improve the reliability [47, 
48].  
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2.5.  Wire Bond Reliability Assessment and Lifetime 
Prediction  
Reliability assessment and lifetime prediction of power electronic modules 
have long been a concern, in order to produce reliable and competitive product 
and reduce maintenance costs. US MIL-HDBK-217 [49], Bellcore TR-NWT-
000332 [50] and Siemens Standard SN29500 [51] are traditionally used to 
predict the reliability of components/devices [52]. Among these, US MIL-
HDBK-217 is the most commonly used handbook for estimating reliability of 
semiconductor devices, and is based on determining the mean time between 
failures (MTBF).  MTBF measures the operating time, typically years or hours, 
until a device fails. These methods, however, suffer from a number of serious 
flaws. These are based on statistical analysis of historical failure data and the 
actual cause of failures is unknown [35, 53].  
In contrast to these traditional lifetime prediction methods, physics of failure 
(PoF) methods offer better accuracy as they are based on understanding the 
critical failure modes [54]. The aim of PoF methods is to understand and 
identify the cause and mechanism of failure at an accelerated rate.  This 
approach provides more realistic estimation of reliability compared to 
traditional predictive methods and requires less time [55].   
One of the common lifetime prediction models for wire bonds is the Coffin-
Manson model. The basic form of the model is based only on the temperature 
swing ∆𝑇𝑗 (see Eq. 2.1) and does not consider important parameters such as 
frequency of cycles, heating and cooling times, etc. [56]. Another form of the 
Coffin-Manson model deals with these parameters by incorporating the mean 
temperature 𝑇𝑚 using Arrhenius term (see Eq. 2.2) [57, 58]. 
 𝑁𝑓 = 𝛽(∆𝑇)
𝛼                                                                                                            (2.1) 
𝑁𝑓 = 𝛽(∆𝑇)
𝛼 exp {
𝐸𝐴
𝐾𝐵𝑇𝑚
}                                                                                     (2.2) 
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Where, 𝑁𝑓 is number of cycle to failure, α and β are fitting parameters and 
𝐸𝐴 is activation energy. The model parameters are often estimated by 
numerical simulation. However, they are provided by experimental 
measurements on thermal or power cycling accelerated tests. Other 
modifications of the Coffin-Manson based include the Norris-Landzberg 
model [59, 60] and the Bayerer model [61].  
The above models have been shown to represent wire bond degradation 
behaviour under certain conditions. However, still there are some issues with 
using these models in prediction of wire bonds lifetime: 
 Most of models do not consider the effect of different materials with 
different geometry such as wire type and wire diameter. It has been 
demonstrated that different wire diameter results different bond 
bonded area which directly effect on the bond lifetime [40, 62].  
 The value of ∆𝑇 is regardless of the temperature range, while the 
degradation behaviour in wire bonds are reported to be different in 
different temperature range with the same ∆𝑇 [63]. 
 Most models are based on deterministic data; however, failure is 
probabilistic and uncertainty arises from the inherent quality 
differences which exist in a normal wire bonding process  [57]. 
 The experimental data from which the models are derived are based 
measuring shear/pull strength, as these decrease with decreasing the 
bond bonded area during accelerated cycling test. However, the change 
in bond strength may also because of the change in the yield strength 
of materials [64].    
So far, this indicates a need to find a way to address these issues and 
uncertainties to include into the model.  In next part, a background of wire 
bond’s quality evaluation methods is discussed.  
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2.6.  Wire Bonding Characterization/Evaluation  
The standard for wire bonding evaluation varies depending on the application 
specifications. Assessing the quality of bonded wires can be grouped into two 
categories of visual test and random sampling mechanical tests for evaluating 
bond strength.  In next sub-sections, a brief review of bond evaluation 
techniques is given. 
2.6.1.  Wire Bond Pull Test 
The pull test is a common method for determining wire bonding quality. 
Several papers have been proposed on this subject and test methods and 
validation are given [65-67]. 
 
Figure  2.8: wire bond pull test 
Basically, the pull test consists of pulling on the loop of the wire with a hook 
by increasing the force until it breaks. It can be performed non-destructively 
only on wedge bonds (see Fig. 2.8). In this case, the maximum applied force is 
limited and can be done for all bonded wires but it is important to note that it 
will remove weak bonds. Several studies have reported that there are some 
issues with using pull test for evaluating bond quality [66, 68-70]. Herman et 
   Pull direction 
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al. has indicated that the result of a pull test is depended on the position of 
hook and the pull angle [68]. Sundararaman et al. reported the stress 
distribution under the bond pad is depended on the angle of the pull hook [69]. 
Herman et al. and Petch et al. have observed that the elongation of the wire has 
an impact on the result of pull test [70].  Also, it has been suggested that the 
common pull test is incapable of determining the true value of bond strength as 
the bonded wire breaks at a weak point [22] and it may also merely give a 
measure of the mechanical properties of the wire, which may not be related to 
the actual strength of the bond being evaluated [71].  
2.6.2.  Wire Bond Shear Test 
The shear test uses a probe which applies a horizontal force to the wire bond to 
push it off. Fig. 2.9 shows a schematic of the wedge wire shear test steps. The 
bond shear test was first introduced by Gill et al.  [72, 73]. Then after almost 
10 years it was considered by Jellison [74]. The test method and control 
guidelines for the shear test can be found in MIL-STD-883 [75]. Almost all 
previous studies that have been written on optimizing process parameters of 
wire bonding process [24, 26, 30-32], monitoring bond quality [10-12, 14, 29, 
76] and reliability assessment and lifetime models[34, 35, 40] used shear test to 
measure the strength of bonded wires.  
 
Figure  2.9:  Wire bond shear test steps 
Shear direction 
Wire bond Shear 
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The reason for using shear tests is that the shear force is a measure of the 
bonded area and reduces during aging as a result of crack propagation. 
However, this might not be accurate since the reduction in shear force might be 
because of a change in yield strength of the wire [9, 63]. Furthermore, the 
sensitivity of shear testing is very low, therefore, small defects in bond quality 
differences may not detected.  In addition, incorrect positioning of the shear 
tool is one of the most pervasive practical problems with shear tests [27].   
2.6.3.  3D X-Ray Tomography 
X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) is a non-destructive technique for 
visualising internal features within solid objects and for obtaining 3D 
measurements of structure. It can be used for a wide range of materials, such as 
rock, metals, bone, ceramic and also soft tissue. An X-ray tomography 
microscope consists of an X-ray source, a series of detectors which measure X-
ray intensity reduction along multiple beam paths and a rotational sample 
stage. The X-ray source produces a conic beam of electrons which goes 
through the sample to be analysed, and then digital signals produce a 
radiograph image by 2D detector. The object on the stage rotates and images 
are acquired by the detector at a number of displacements in equally spaced 
angles. The scan typically covers a rotational span of 360 degrees, but for 
different applications or sample geometries, the span might be limited. The 
series of 2D projection images are then reconstructed mathematically to 
produce a 3D map of the sample (see Fig. 2.10).  
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Figure  2.10: Schematic illustration of X-ray tomography 
Consequently, it has become a great tool for non-destructive study of a specific 
sample over its lifetime [77-79]. A recent study by Agyakwa et al. has, for the 
first time, studied crack development of Al wire bonds during thermal cycling 
using X-ray tomography [9].   In this study, the condition of an Al wire bond in 
its initial bonded condition (as-bonded) and at various extents of thermal 
cycling exposure has been observed three-dimensionally and provides multiple 
virtual cross-sections a unique view of damage evolution (see Fig. 2.11) [9]. 
However, it should be noted that only a limited number of bonds can be 
imaged since it is expensive and time consuming. Secondly, there are some 
issues and difficulties in imaging of fine features such as crack and voids (1-
3µm) in large samples. This is because achieving high resolution images is 
dependent on the optimal source-sample and detector-sample distances [9].  
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Figure  2.11: Virtual cross-sections in the X-Y plane of the Al wire bond 
interface in  (a) initial bonded condition (b) 105 cycles, (c) 215 cycles, (d) 517 
cycles and (e) 867 cycles [9] 
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2.6.4.  On-Line Wire Boning Process Monitoring 
In theory, during the formation of a bond, the electrical impedance and 
resonant frequency of the ultrasonic system are affected by the condition of the 
wire bond interface. Therefore, any changes in boundary condition at the tip, 
such as changes in the mechanical properties of the material at the interface, 
lead to change in the electrical signals of the ultrasonic generator. The signal at 
the transducer will directly reflect this change by the electromechanical 
coupling effect [12, 13]. In other words, bond quality information is inherent 
within the signals. To date, several approaches have been applied to extract 
this inherent quality information. These methodologies can be categorized into 
three major groups based on the principle of monitoring as follows: 
2.6.4.1.  Measuring Vibration by Attaching Additional Piezoelectric 
(PZT) Sensor 
Over the years, a number of researchers have measured the vibration amplitude 
of the tip during wire bonding by attaching an additional PZT sensor. Pufall  
[29] attached a piezo-ceramic sensor to the horn of the bond arm to measure 
the amplitude of the ultrasound. The presented work identified patterns in the 
2
nd
 harmonic signals using Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis. As it can be 
seen in Fig. 2.12, the good bond waveform is more stable in receiving power 
than the poor quality bond and/ or the non-sticking bond. He reported that the 
2
nd
 harmonic of the horn vibration could be monitored as an indicator of bond 
quality. However, this work investigated only extremes of bond quality, i.e. 
different surfaces and has not yet been investigated for normal wire bonding 
conditions.  
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Figure  2.12: Amplitude of 2nd harmonic of signal in different bonding 
conditions [29] 
Or et al. [10, 11] also measured the mechanical vibrations of bonder horn and 
observed the 2
nd
 harmonic of ultrasonic (US) signal via a piezoelectric sensor 
on transducer. They discovered a linear correlation between shear strength and 
the ratio of the steady-state amplitude to the peak value of 2
nd
 harmonic (see 
Fig. 2.13), thus, allowing shear strength to be predicted from the above signal 
characteristics. However, further development of this approach to minimize the 
spread in predicted shear force values would be beneficial. 
 
Figure  2.13: Predicted shear strength using the ratio of the steady-state 
amplitude to the peak value of 2
nd
 harmonic [11] 
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Later, Chu et al. [80] placed a PZT ring in the middle of driver of a wire 
bonder transducer to monitor bond quality during wire bonding. They made 
different type of bonds, such as good bonds, peeled-off bonds, non-stick bonds 
and bonding without wire. The normalized sensor signal clearly showed 
differences for the different conditions.  However, this method has not yet been 
properly validated under normal bonding conditions.  
All these sensor-based studies so far, however, are not suitable for on-line 
monitoring as the properties of the transducer are altered by the attached 
sensors [76].  
2.6.4.2.  Measuring Vibration Amplitude by Using Vibro-meter 
As mentioned earlier, the vibrational amplitude of the wedge tip corresponds 
directly with the bonding process. Zhong et al. [81] and Gaul et al. [82] have 
measured this signal  using laser interferometry, to observe any slight changes 
in the resonant frequency of the system.  
However, this approach suffers from a couple of limitations. One is that it 
requires additional space and it is sensitive to external disturbance. 
Furthermore, it is not cost effective.  
2.6.4.3.  Measuring Signal Obtained from Ultrasonic Generator 
J. L. Landes  [83] evaluated the amount of energy passing through the package 
by measuring electrical impedance of the transducer. The method is able to 
turn the bonding tool on or off based on the second derivatives of the 
impedance. Perhaps one of the disadvantages of the presented method is that it 
is just sensitive to determine two bonding conditions, first when there is no 
wire and second when the tool is not in contact with the wire.  
In 1982, Chan et al. [84] measured the current envelope of ultrasonic signals. 
They used a rule-based analysis of some parameters of the current envelope to 
control power of ultrasonic transducer for the automatic evaluation of bonded 
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wires, and were able to discriminate between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ bonds. One of 
the weaknesses of this method, however, is the limited number of rules which 
might not be accurate/ appropriate over a wider range of bonding conditions.  
Broekelmann et al. [85] used two sensing techniques for evaluating wire 
bonding process. The presented process feedback at the wedge tip showed that 
good sensing technique can be achieved by either signals obtained from 
ultrasonic generator and integrated sensor within transducer. However, further 
works required to investigations the potential of monitoring in real time under 
normal operating conditions.  
Recently, in order to determine the link between obtained ultrasonic signals 
and wire bond quality, Feng et al. [12, 14] have presented a sensor-less 
technique for on-line quality detection of wire bonding process. This involved 
the extraction of waveform features from the electrical signals of the ultrasonic 
generator. During the bonding process, a measuring circuit was set up to record 
both current and voltage of bonds of different qualities, and features were 
extracted from three phase of the signals’ envelopes, after which the bonded 
wires were sheared (see Fig. 2.14).  
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Figure  2.14: Work flow diagram of feature selection method used by Feng et 
al. [12] 
With the extracted features, principal component analysis (PCA) was applied 
to reduce dimensionality of feature variables. Finally, an artificial neural 
network (ANN) was used to predict the strength of bonds.  Results showed that 
it could be a reasonably useful method in predicting shear strength (see Fig. 
2.15).   
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Figure  2.15: Artificial neural networks predicted shear test [12] 
A year later, they used the impedance during bonding to evaluate bond quality. 
Five features were selected from the impedance data and then neural networks 
used to predict bonds strength. The result showed a good correlation between 
predicted bond strength and real shear strength [13].  
Wang et al. [76] predicted the wedge bond strength using current signal 
obtained from ultrasonic generator and an artificial neural network. The 
bonded wires were mixture of weak and strong bonds. They have taken seven 
characteristics of frequency component of current signal to determine the shear 
strength. Fig. 2.16 shows predicted shear strength vs. measured shear strength.   
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Figure  2.16: Predicted shear strength vs. measured shear strength [76] 
Together, the evidence presented in  the above studies of on-line techniques 
have shown that variations are detectable from the electrical signals obtained 
from ultrasonic generator, as these are inherently linked  to bond quality , and 
this approach may be preferable to those involving the incorporation of a 
vibro-meter or an additional piezo-sensor.  
From these above studies, none have shown the ability of their method to 
resolve quality differences that might occur in normal production.  
2.7.  Summary 
Some novel applications requires power electronic modules to be able to 
perform reliably in harsh operating conditions; therefore power electronic 
modules must be designed and manufactured robustly with small variation in 
lifetime degradation. That makes the quality control of every process of 
manufacturing power electronic modules more important and demands the 
investigation of fast and reliable quality tools.  
Wire bonding is the most common interconnect technology in power 
electronics. A single fault in one of the bonded wires might result in failure in 
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the whole module. Consequently, the effective detection of imperfections and 
determination of reasonable bond quality during the manufacturing process has 
been a concern for many years.  
However, a serious weakness with most of the works on on-line monitoring of 
wire bonding methodologies is that they have been shown to work for 
simulated, extreme conditions (e.g. stick or non-stick, different bond pad 
surfaces, etc.).In the reality, bond quality under such extreme conditions can 
often be obvious by visual inspection even without the application of 
sophisticated sensing techniques. Together, these studies outline the need for 
further research to be able to distinguish quality differences within a normal 
batch, so that inferences about life prediction model uncertainty can be made.  
Another problem with previous research into the on-line monitoring of wire 
bonding process is that they have been evaluated by shear and pull tests. This 
means that valuable information regarding reliability and lifetime is lost. In 
addition, no attempt was made on the accuracy of the monitoring technique 
since the bonds sacrifices and further evaluation over their entire life is 
impossible. 
Overall, these studies highlight the need for characterizing the influence of 
such a slight quality change on the spread in predicted lifetimes. Therefore, it 
would be really be more useful to link the quality of wire bonds in as-bonded 
condition with lifetime performance. This can only be done using a non-
destructive technique without scarifying bonds with shear and pull test.  
Therefore, this is important to establish a practical non-destructive technique 
for detecting bond quality in normal process condition and predicting useful 
service life. 
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Chapter 3  Experimental Method 
for On-line Quality Assessment of 
Wire Bonding Process 
 
This chapter describes a non-destructive technique for on-line quality 
assessment of the wire bonding process. The chapter is divided into three 
sections. In the first section, a brief introduction to the wire bonding equipment 
and process is given. Then, a non-destructive observation of damage 
evaluation in the Al wire bonds in their initial condition and under subsequent 
accelerated lifetime test is given.  Finally, the non-destructive technique for 
wire bond lifetime prediction is introduced and the detail and background of 
the algorithms employed in this method are described.  
3.1.  Non-Destructive Wire Bond Lifetime Prediction 
Technique 
As mentioned earlier, analysing the electrical signals obtained from the 
ultrasonic generator is one of the more practical ways of on-line monitoring of 
the wire bonding process. In order to describe the non-destructive, on-line 
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quality assessment and lifetime prediction technique, firstly the wedge-wedge 
wire bonder that is used in this study is introduced. 
The wire bonder was manufactured by F&K Delvotec and operates at a signal 
frequency of about 58 kHz. The ultrasonic generator of the wire bonder has a 
phase locked loop (PLL) controller which adjusts the output frequency to the 
resonant frequency of the mechanical system including the transducer, tool and 
sample. The generator runs in constant–voltage mode, so the current signal 
varies according to the mechanical impedance presented to the transducer and 
it is this signal that is therefore acquired.  
3.1.1.  Signal Detection Principle and Set-up 
Fig. 3.1 shows the wire bonding signal detecting principle used in this work. It 
consists of a measuring circuit between the ultrasonic generator and transducer, 
an oscilloscope as a data acquisition unit and a computer for data analysis.  
 
Figure  3.1: Wire bonding signal detecting principle 
The current signals of the first bonds made on silicon dies were collected. The 
reason for choosing the bonds on the silicon device is that wire lifts usually 
occur on the die before the substrate [86-88]. 
Transducer 
Ultrasonic 
generator 
Measuring circuit 
Data 
acquisition 
system 
Computer for data analysis and 
processing 
Horn 
Wedge 
Al Wire 
Si Chip 
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The sampling rate was set to 12.5 MHz in order to ensure that the signals 
collected could resolve the variations anticipated. The experimental set-up 
showing the current probe and oscilloscope is shown in Fig. 3.2. Fig. 3.3 
shows a typical signature of bond signal for both current and voltage.  
 
Figure  3.2: Details of signal detection tools 
 
Tektronix DPO4104B 
digital oscilloscope 
Tektronix 
TCPA300 current 
probe 
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Figure  3.3: A typical signature of bond signals, a) current and b) voltage 
3.1.2.  Signal Pre-processing  
To date, various approaches have been employed to analyse bond signals, such 
as measuring power, system impedance, looking at patterns in the second 
harmonics of the current signals by Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) and looking 
a) 
b) 
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at the envelope of the current signals [12, 14, 29, 84]. For this study, the 
envelope of current signals was determined to extract the features which are 
related to the bond quality. Therefore, for each single wire bonded onto the 
dies in this research, the envelope of signal was computed using MATLAB 
code (Appendix I) as follows: firstly, the bond signals were divided into 1000 
intervals, and then FFT analysis was performed for each interval and the root 
mean square (RMS) of the FFT magnitude was calculated at the frequency of 
interest and used as the value of current for the corresponding interval. Fig. 3.4 
shows a typical signature of a bond current signal and its corresponding 
envelope. 
 
Figure  3.4: A typical signature of bond current signal and its corresponding 
envelope 
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3.2.  Technique of Non-destructive Analysis and Visual 
Observation of Degradation 
3.2.1.  Process Parameters Optimization  
The wire bonding process is influenced by a variety of factors. Some of the 
most important factors are: the properties of the wire itself, substrate 
cleanliness, bonding parameters (e.g. force, ultrasonic power, time, etc.) and 
wire loop parameters. More importantly the capability of the wire bonder to 
produce reliable bonds repeatedly with optimized bond and loop parameter 
settings is critical. Therefore, in the present study, a newly serviced and 
calibrated machine was employed and a new wedge tool was fitted. The effect 
of bonding parameters on lifetime of Al wire is investigated in Chapter 4 and 
selected bond process parameters used for this research is given.  
3.2.2.  Passive Thermal Cycling 
As shown in Chapter 2, the primary failure mechanism in power module 
packaging is thermomechanical in nature. One of the most common reliability 
test methods used in semi-conductor industries is passive thermal cycling. In 
this technique, the sample/specimen is subjected to rapid temperature cycles in 
an environmental chamber to simulate the thermomechanical stresses which 
occur in power modules under operation. During thermal cycling, the 
temperature of the several layers within the sample fluctuates over time (see 
Fig. 1.4 in Chapter 1).  Differences in the thermal expansion coefficients of the 
layers cause the materials to expand and contract at different rates [89]. The 
stress and strain which build up as a result lead to degradation and failure of 
the interconnections such as wire bonds. In this work, the Al wire bonds for the 
experiments described in Chapter 4 and 5 were subjected to passive thermal 
cycling from -55 to +125 °C (See Fig. 3.5). Each cycle was about 30 minutes 
long and the temperature amplitude was approximately 180K (see Fig. 3.6).   
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Figure  3.5: Test set-up for passive thermal cycling 
Environmental 
Chamber 
Wire bonds inside the 
chamber 
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Figure  3.6: A snapshots of temperature profile of thermal cycling test 
3.2.3.  Active Power Cycling Test 
Power cycling tests are also widely used for determining the lifetime of the 
power module [57, 90, 91]. A typical power cycling test applies a constant 
direct current (DC) pulse for a programmed time followed by a cool down 
period [88, 92-94]. During the power cycling test, a load current is conducted 
by the power chips and the power losses heat up the chip. When the chip 
reaches the target maximum temperature, or after a pre-set time, depending on 
the adopted control method, the load current is switched off and the chip cools 
down to its target minimum temperature. The next cycle is begun by applying 
the load current again. The thermal stress from the repeated heating and 
cooling leads to fatigue at the components and interconnections [95]. In 
comparison to thermal cycling, power cycling generates more stress on the 
device [96]. The temperature distribution of the silicon device during power 
cycling has been widely investigated in several studies [97-101]. The analysis 
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of temperature profiles reveal that the maximum temperature is close to the 
centre of the silicon device (see Fig. 3.7). 
 
Figure  3.7: Temperature distribution of the chip in thermal equilibrium [97] 
In this research, the Al wire bonds used for experiments in Chapter 6 were 
subjected to active power cycling from 40°C to 120°C. The power cycling rig 
applied a constant current of about 70 A and the die temperature controlled 
directly using feedback from an infra-red sensor. Each cycle (heating and 
cooling) was about 8 seconds (in total) and temperature amplitude was 
controlled to be 80K at the centre of the die. The power cycling rig and a 
snapshot of the temperature profile are given in Fig. 3.8 and 3.9 respectively.  
It should be noted that substrate delamination and solder joint failure have 
been tested prior the passive and active cycling tests in order to eliminate the 
effect of these failures on the wire bond life-off results.   
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Figure  3.8: Image of power cycling rig 
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Cooling 
system 
Power 
cycling rig 
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Figure  3.9: A snapshot of temperature profile 
3.2.4.  3D X-ray Tomography 
X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a well-known non-destructive testing 
method which has seen growing interest in the last decade [102]. It allows 
reliable quality control by means of three-dimensional defect detection [102]. 
The machine consists of an x-ray source and a detector. Several projections of 
samples are obtained by a detector at multiple rotational angles, which are then 
mathematically reconstructed to make a three-dimensional model of the 
sample. The main advantage of X-ray CT for wire bond quality monitoring is 
the possibility of observing the bond interface and tracking damage evaluation 
during reliability tests. A Versa-XRM 500 machine supplied by Carl Zeiss X-
ray Microscopy was used for this work in order to observe the relationship 
between the as-bonded condition and performance under loading of wire 
bonds, as demonstrated in [9].  Details of imaging parameters used for 
tomography are given in table below.  
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Table  3.1: Details of 3D X-ray tomography imaging parameters 
Imaging parameters Value 
Voltage 80-90kV 
Camera binning mode 2×2 
Detector 4X objective lens 
Exposure time 18 to 22 s 
Pixel size ~1.60µm 
Total projections 2401 
Rotation span 180° 
Sample-source distance -25 to -46 mm 
Sample-detector distance 72.5 to 136 mm 
 
It should be noted that the substrates of the randomly selected samples were 
cut to a smaller size in order to reduce tomography imaging time and increase 
the resolution. In addition, an appropriate filter was applied in order to reduce 
beam hardening effects. Fig. 3.10 shows the 3D X-ray tomography machine. 
       
Figure  3.10: 3D X-ray tomography 
Virtual cross-sections in different planes and a volume rendered image of a 
sample are given in Fig. 3.11. The X-Y plane cross-section is parallel to the 
Sample Stage 
X-ray source 
Detector 
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interface of the boned wires and bond interface can be seen in this plane. 
Additional virtual cross-sections are the cross-sections made along Y-Z 
(indicated by red -dashed lines) and X-Z planes (indicated by yellow- long 
dashed lines).  
 
Figure  3.11: Overview scan of bonded wires, a) Virtual cross-sections in X-Y 
plane of the wire bonds interface, b) Virtual cross-sections in Y-Z, c) Virtual 
cross-sections in X-Z plane, d) Volume rendered image of bonded wires 
The X-Y plane presents a view of bond footprints and bonded area. Any voids, 
pre-cracks, cracks and/ or damage can usually be seen in this plane view. For 
the purpose of this research, the initial bond quality is assessed based on the 
bonded area at the interface in the X-Y plane in as-bonded condition (zero 
cycles). To quantify the degradation of bonded wires following accelerated 
tests, reduction in the X-Y plane was measured using the polygon tool in 
ImageJ software. The other plane views were used for further observation. 
a) X-Y  b) Y-Z  Y 
Y 
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3.2.5.  Tweezer Test 
Any lift-offs or failures of wire bonds are usually hard to detect visually 
without physically manipulating the wires to some degree. Therefore, in this 
research, in order to record lifetime of each single bonded wire, they were 
gently prodded with tweezers after every 100 cycles.  
3.3.  Technique for Data Analysis and Classification 
This section focuses on techniques that can be applied to automatically predict 
bond quality. Analysis of the changes in the ultrasonic bonder current envelope 
provides a mechanism for dividing the bonds into discrete classes which reflect 
the bond quality and can ultimately be related to bond life. The table below is 
introduced to clarify the terminology most frequently used in this thesis. 
Table  3.2: Table of the terminology used in this thesis 
Sample  Bonded wires 
Bond quality Bond strength  
Data Obtained signal (current) from ultrasonic generator  
Unlabelled data Data/signals that can be obtained during bonding 
Labelled data Labelled data takes a set of unlabelled data that can be expensive to 
obtain. In our case, random signals that selected for 3D 
tomography imaging has labelled/classified according their 
bonding condition at the bond interface 
Features Useful part of data that contains information 
 
3.3.1.  Sampling and Data Collection  
Once the wire bonder set-up and bonding parameters are optimized, the 
bonding process is ready and collection of the current signals during bonding 
can commence. Details of the number of samples acquired and the sampling 
method are given in the subsequent chapters. 
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3.3.2.  Random Selection and Defining Labelled and Unlabelled Data 
3D x-ray tomography imaging can be considered as the best and most reliable 
method for non-destructive quality evaluation of bonded wires and hence for 
the generation of labelled data. However, this method is time consuming and 
expensive to use for all the bonded wires. Therefore, with aid of this method, a 
limited number of bonds can be randomly selected for non-destructive 
evaluation in the as-bonded condition and then at other stages of life. These 
bonds then form the labelled data and the remaining bonded wires can be 
logged as the unlabelled data. 
3.3.3.  Classification  
Both the labelled and the unlabelled data can be processed by a machine 
learning algorithm to evaluate the correlation between the acquired electrical 
signatures and the bond quality. Knowledge of the correlation can then be 
exploited to build a model classifier which can be used to predict bond quality 
from the electrical signature.  
3.3.4.  Machine Learning  
In the manufacturing process, a wide range of factors can effects on the quality 
of final product. The destructive nature of traditional methods for wire bond 
quality based on shear and pull tests are not suitable for detecting the quality 
differences in individual as-bonded wires and for the same reason cannot be 
used for lifetime prediction. Therefore, there is a need for new techniques that 
are able to monitor process data without interfering with the wire bonding 
process. Modern machine learning techniques have been shown to be 
promising tools for quality monitoring in other areas and we seek to build on 
these techniques to establish their effectiveness for wire bond quality 
monitoring[103].  
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As mentioned earlier, signals obtained from the ultrasonic generator contain 
quality information. Therefore, by comparing ultrasonic signals during 
bonding, the condition of bonds can be discerned. Analysing and processing of 
these signals can provide important information about the wire bonds. 
However, the extraction of features from the ultrasonic signals is not 
straightforward. Some features might be highly sensitive to bond failure and 
they can indicate damage in very early stage of bonding, while some features 
may not be as sensitive. 
3.3.4.1.  Feature Reduction 
In many cases the input data is represented by a very large number of features 
and/ or variables where many of these features are not needed for the learning 
model [104]. Moreover, with increase in the number of features, the 
computational complexity of the algorithm for process monitoring and cost 
increases [105-108]. There are two ways of reducing the dimensionality in a  
dataset: choosing a small subset of features or deriving a set of new artificial 
features that is smaller than the original features [109]. Both methods can be 
used as a pre-processing step from a large data set before it is fed into learning 
algorithms [110].  As a result, the learning algorithms can be operated faster 
and more effectively. 
3.3.4.2.  Machine Learning Algorithms 
Modern industrial processes require stability of production in order to meet 
customer requirements. Obviously, unexpected failures are costly. Therefore, 
on-line process monitoring techniques have been widely used in semi-
conductor manufacturing, chemical, polymer and biology industries [111]. One 
of the most popular methods that have been developed is principal component 
analysis (PCA) and its extensions[112]. PCA is an unsupervised statistical 
algorithm that ignores class labels and its goal is to find patterns of variations 
within a dataset. It performs dimensionality reduction by projecting the 
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original n-dimensional data onto a new m-dimensional space which are 
identified as the principal components (PCs). PCs are eigenvectors which are 
orthogonal and the PCs preserve the majority of information from the data and 
explain the largest variations present in the data. PCA can detect the variations 
from process variables based on a predefined model from a pure normal 
operating condition [113]. The performance of PCA would is less sensitive 
there is a small variation between quality classes and where there is noisy data 
[114]. For effective quality monitoring, the detection model should be based 
on both process and quality variables.  
An alternative to PCA, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a popular linear 
and supervised classifier that tries to separate different classes. Linear 
discriminants represent the planes that maximize the separation between 
multiple classes. Both PCA and LDA have been widely applied in past 
decades. However, typically they are not capable of dealing with complex 
datasets which are highly dimensional and noisy[115]. In this situation, a 
possible solution is to use a supervised and or semi-supervised learning 
algorithm.  
In supervised learning techniques, a classifier model predicts the class of the 
product based on both labelled and unlabelled data. Support vector machines 
(SVM) and neural networks are the most popular algorithms in supervised 
learning. Recently, semi-supervised learning methods have gained attention in 
the area of large datasets with very few labelled data [116], as they require less 
human effort and give high accuracy. A semi-supervised approach is 
appropriate in our case because a small quantity of labelled data (imaged 
bonded area by 3D X-ray tomography) is available while unlabelled data is 
abundant. Semi-supervised learning is of practical value as it requires less 
training data than a fully supervised method and is preferable to an 
unsupervised approach in terms of accuracy [117].  
Semi-supervised learning theory and practical applications are available in 
Zhu’s work [118].  Some of the most popular semi-supervised learning 
methods are: 1) Expectation Maximization (EM) with generative mixture 
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models, 2) self-training, 3) co-training, 4) data based methods, 5) Transductive 
Support Vector Machines (TSVMs) and 6) graph-based methods [119].   
Recently, graph based semi-supervised techniques have attracted increasing 
amounts of interest and success [120-122]. This technique constructs a graph 
to connect similar data points in order to classify them into a class/label. 
Compared with other semi-supervised learning methods, graph based methods 
make better use of data distributions revealed by unlabelled data [123]. Graph 
based, semi-supervised learning has been a powerful tool in data mining in 
many applications, such as medical image segmentation, classification of 
hand-written digits, image retrieval, etc.[123, 124]. Fig. 3.12 shows typical 
procedures for a semi-supervised algorithm.  
 
Figure  3.12: Procedures for a semi-supervised learning algorithm[125] 
3.3.4.3.  Semi-Supervised Discriminant Analysis (SDA) 
The graph-based semi-supervised algorithms can generally be divided into 
transductive and inductive learning. Transductive learning produces labels only 
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for available unlabelled data. On the other hand, inductive learning produces 
labels not only for unlabelled data but also produces a classifier [126]. 
Inductive learning is mainly for classification-based feature learning from high 
dimensional data, such as [127-129]. Semi-supervised discriminant analysis 
(SDA) is one of the semi-supervised learning algorithm which is able to reduce 
the dimensionality of data in semi-supervised cases, achieving a much more 
efficient computation and has shown promising performance in a variety of 
applications [130]. The SDA algorithm  has been tested on a dataset of images 
of faces, and its performance in face recognition has compared to that of other 
algorithms, see Fig. 3.13 [131]. The SDA performed the best as it faster than 
the other algorithms with smallest error rates. Therefore considered appropriate 
for this research.  
 
Figure  3.13: Performance compression of different algorithms, Baseline, 
Eigenface [132], Laplacianface[133], consistency [121], LapSVM[120], 
LapRLS [120] and SDA 
The SDA algorithm is described in detail in the next section, and comes from 
the source code provided (see Appendix II)by the authors of references [119, 
134-136].  
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3.3.5.  Background of the SDA Algorithm 
SDA is extended from the LDA algorithm which is able to deal with a large set 
of unlabelled data [137, 138]. Therefore, firstly the LDA algorithm is 
presented. 
Let 𝑋 labelled training samples 𝑁𝐿 = {𝑛1, 𝑛2, … , 𝑛𝑋 } and 𝑌 unlabelled 
samples 𝑁𝑈 = { 𝑛𝑋+1 , 𝑛𝑋+2, … , 𝑛𝑋+𝑌}. 
 𝑚𝑖 is the label, 𝑚𝑖 ∈ (+1, −1}, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑋.  
Let 𝑁 = 𝑁𝐿 ∪ 𝑁𝑈 denote the set of all training samples.  
𝑁 ∈ ℝ𝐾×(𝑋+𝑌), 𝐾 is the dimension of feature vectors. The objective function of 
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is to find the projection vector 𝑤∗ which 
can maximize between class differences and minimize within-class differences 
[139]:  
  𝑤∗  =  𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥 
𝑤𝑇𝐶𝑏𝑤
𝑤𝑇𝐶𝑤𝑤
                                                                                       (3.1)  
where 𝐶𝑏 is between-class scatter matrix and 𝐶𝑤 is within-class scatter matrix. 
The total scatter matrix is 𝐶𝑡 = 𝐶𝑏 + 𝐶𝑤.  
The objective function of LDA (3.1) can be cast as a generalized eigenvalue 
decomposition problem [119]: 𝐶𝑏𝑤 = 𝜆𝐶𝑡. The solutions are projection vector 
𝑤 and eigenvalue 𝜆. From the view of manifold learning [133], the above 
relationship can be represented with matrixes. We can define matrix 𝑊 as the 
weight of the edge (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛𝑗):  
𝑊𝑖,𝑗 = {
1
𝑋𝑚𝑖
            𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑖 = 𝑚𝑗
0,                 𝑖𝑓  𝑚𝑖 ≠ 𝑚𝑗   
                                                                       (3.2) 
 where 𝑋𝑚𝑖 denotes the number of labeled samples in class 𝑚𝑖 . Based on 𝑊, 
we can obtain the following Laplacian matrices: 
 𝐿𝐶𝑤 = 𝐼 − 𝑊, 𝐿𝐶𝑏 = 𝑊 −
1
𝑀
𝑒𝑒𝑇  and 𝐿𝐶𝑡 = 𝐼 −
1
𝑀
𝑒𝑒𝑇  
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and the corresponding 
 𝐶𝑤 = 𝑁𝐿𝐿
𝐶𝑤𝑁𝐿
𝑇, 𝐶𝑏 = 𝑁𝐿𝐿
𝐶𝑏𝑁𝐿
𝑇 and 𝐶𝑤 = 𝑁𝐿𝐿
𝐶𝑡𝑁𝐿
𝑇, where 𝑒 =  (1, 1,· · ·
 , 1)𝑇 is a 𝑋 dimensional vector.  
In practice, when there is no sufficient number of training samples, the 
performance of the LDA tends to be degraded. In order to improve this issue, 
Deng Cai et. al [119] presented SDA to prevent overfitting of LDA with less 
labelled data. SDA applies 𝑝-nearest of each sample to model the relationships 
of all training samples including labelled and unlabelled training samples, 
forming a graph. The weight of the edge in the graph encodes this relationship, 
defined by matrix 𝐶:  
𝐶𝑖𝑗 = {
1,            𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑖 ∈ 𝑌𝑝(𝑛𝑗) 𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑗 ∈ 𝑌𝑝(𝑛𝑖) 
0,            𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒,                                   
                                                 (3.3)   
where 𝑌𝑝(𝑛𝑖) denotes the set of 𝑝 -nearest neighbours of 𝑛𝑖. SDA defines a 
regularizer 𝐽(𝑤) as: 
 
𝐽(𝑤) =  ∑   𝑖𝑗   (𝑤
𝑇𝑛𝑖 −  𝑤
𝑇𝑛𝑗)
2      𝑆 𝑖𝑗 =  𝑤
𝑇𝑁𝐿𝑁𝑇𝑤                                  (3.4) 
 𝐿 =  𝐷 −  𝑆 is the Laplacian matrix [140]. 𝐷 is a diagonal matrix with 
𝐷𝑖𝑖 = ∑ 𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑗 . The underlying explanation is that if two samples are close, they 
are likely to be in the same class. The objective function of SDA is:  
max𝑤
𝑤𝑇𝐶𝑏𝑤
𝑤𝑇𝐶𝑡𝑤+𝛼𝐽(𝑤)
= max𝑤
𝑤𝑇(𝑁𝐿𝐿
𝐶𝑏𝑁𝐿
𝑇)
𝑤𝑇(𝑁𝐿𝐿
𝐶𝑡𝑁𝐿
𝑇+𝛼𝑁𝐿𝑁𝑇)𝑤
                                            (3.5)  
Parameter 𝛼 controls the trade-off between model complexity and empirical 
loss. It is clear that (3.5) is similar to (3.1) except 𝐶𝑤 is replaced. Thus it can 
be solved in the same way as (3.1) [119]. With this regularizer, the output of 
SDA, w not only considers the discriminant power among labelled data but the 
intrinsic geometrical structure among all training samples. 
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3.3.6.  Model Accuracy  
In this step, the accuracy of model is checked against actual lifetime data from 
accelerated lifetime tests (see Section 3.2). Once the model classifier is 
accurate enough, the model can then be used for on-line monitoring of wire 
bond quality on the production line. Fig. 3.14 illustrates the block diagram of 
the non-destructive technique that follows in this thesis for on-line industrial 
quality monitoring based on MATLAB codes. 
 
Figure  3.14:  The on-line assessment technique flowchart 
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3.4.  Summary 
Routine monitoring of the wire bonding process requires real-time evaluation 
and control of wire bond quality. This chapter introduced a new non-
destructive method for predicting the in-service lifetime of wire bonds using 
current signals obtained from ultrasonic generator and a semi-supervised 
algorithm.  3D x-ray tomography is used as a non-destructive tool for 
evaluating the initial bond quality and its through-life degradation. The next 
chapter presents the process parameter optimization method employed in this 
research prior sampling for in-service lifetime prediction technique.  
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Chapter 4  Investigating the 
Effect of Bonding Parameters on the 
Reliability of Al Wire  
 
This chapter studies the importance of wire bonding process parameters 
optimization prior wire bonding. The effect of bonding parameters on the 
reliability of Al wire bond is investigated.  Bonds were made in 25 different 
designs of bonding parameter settings. The bonds signals (current) were 
collected during bonding. 3D X-ray tomography was then used to evaluate 
bond quality during passive thermal cycling between -55 °C and +125 °C. In 
this chapter firstly, the experimental plan is given, and then the results and key 
findings are summarized. 
4.1.  Wire Bonding Process Parameter Setting 
As mentioned earlier, wire bond reliability strongly depends on bonding 
parameters such as time, ultrasonic power, force, etc. Over the last few years, 
there has been some work on the effect of bonding parameters on reliability of 
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heavy wire bonds [38, 141]; however, these have not been investigated in 
sufficient detail considering the complex interactions between important 
process parameters, and more importantly with a non-destructive methodology 
[9].  
For the most appropriate process parameter setting, five important bond 
parameters such as time, ultrasonic power, begin-force, end-force and touch 
down steps (pre-compression) were selected with five levels using two 
analytical techniques and passive thermal cycling for determining the most 
appropriate bonding parameter settings for the proposed on-line quality 
monitoring. The analytical techniques included: monitoring bond quality using 
signals obtained from the ultrasonic bonding generator; a visual and semi-
quantitative characterization of virtual bond cross-sections in terms of area and 
shape of the wire bonds and a tweezer test method to check bond lift-off rate. 
4.2.  Experimental Procedure 
25 designs were created to determine the best bonding process setting of five 
major bonding parameters in terms of bond quality: namely time, ultrasonic 
(US) power, begin force, end force and touch-down (TD) steps (pre-
compression). The designs are based on five factors with five levels (Taguchi 
design)[142]. The experimental design is shown in Table 4.1. The experiment 
was repeated six times, making a total of 150 bonds.  
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Table  4.1: Bonding parameters designs for reliability test 
Design ID Time(ms) US-Power(digits) Begin-Force(cN) End-Force (cN) TD-Step (digits) 
1 100 115 200 200 70 
2 100 125 400 400 80 
3 100 135 600 600 90 
4 100 145 800 800 100 
5 100 155 1000 1000 110 
6 135 115 400 600 100 
7 135 125 600 800 110 
8 135 135 800 1000 70 
9 135 145 1000 200 80 
10 135 155 200 400 90 
11 170 115 600 1000 80 
12 170 125 800 200 90 
13 170 135 1000 400 100 
14 170 145 200 600 110 
15 170 155 400 800 70 
16 215 115 800 400 110 
17 215 125 1000 600 70 
18 215 135 200 800 80 
19 215 145 400 1000 90 
20 215 155 600 200 100 
21 250 115 1000 800 90 
22 250 125 200 1000 100 
23 250 135 400 200 110 
24 250 145 600 400 70 
25 250 155 800 600 80 
 
4.2.1.  Signal Acquisition Setting  
The current signals of the bonds made on silicon dies (i.e. the ‘first’ bonds) 
were collected at a sampling rate of 12.5 MHz in order to ensure that the 
signals collected could resolve the variations anticipated by width. Current 
envelopes of signal were calculated according to the MATLAB code given in 
Appendix I.  Details of current the probe and the oscilloscope are given in 
Chapter 3. 
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4.2.2.  Wire Bonding Layout 
The bond wires were 99.999% pure (5 N) aluminium wires, 375 µm in 
diameter, and were ultrasonically bonded at room temperature onto silicon dies 
with a 5-µm-thick aluminium top metallization with bellow layout (see Fig. 
4.1). It should be noted that substrates and silicon dies are provided by Dynex 
Semiconductor Ltd. 
 
Figure  4.1: Aluminium wires bonded onto silicon dies 
The bonds were subsequently subjected to passive thermal cycling from -55 to 
+125 °C. From the 150 bonds, 25 were randomly selected for X-ray 
tomography and imaged. The remaining 125 bonds were tweezer tested after 
every 100 cycles in order to detect any lift-offs or failures. Details of the 
thermal cycling, x-ray tomography and tweezer test experiments are given in 
the sections below. 
4.3.  Results and discussions 
4.3.1.  Relation of Different Designs and Bonds Bonded Area 
The bonds that were selected for x-ray tomography were imaged in the as-
bonded condition (zero cycles), after 700 cycles. Virtual cross-sections of the 
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bonds in different plane observed (e.g. see Fig. 4.2). From a virtual cross- 
section of bond interface in the X-Y plane the bond footprint, any damages and 
the bonded area can be seen. Some micro defects observed in X-Y plane which 
can be clearly seen in Y-Z Plane as two small pre-cracks that might be because 
of improper bonding parameters in Design 1.  Bond bonded area in the as-
bonded condition was measured using the polygon tool in ImageJ software. 
Results are given in Fig. 4.3. 
 
Figure  4.2: X-ray tomography virtual cross-sectional image in different plane 
view showing the bonded area of Design 1 
Y 
Bond 
Micro-defects 
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X 
Y 
Pre-cracks 
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Figure  4.3: Bond bonded area for different parameter designs (0 cycles) 
From the tomography images in the as-bonded condition, designs 10, 1, 18 and 
15 have the least bonded area, and designs 5, 4, 7 and 21 have the largest 
bonded area.  All the bonded wires were then subjected to thermal cycling 
from -55 to +125 °C. Tweezer test results of wires are given in Fig. 4.4. 
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Figure  4.4: Result of bond lifetime after thermal cycling for the different 
parameter designs 
Results of bond lift-off rate indicate that the bonds with least bonded area are 
less reliable i.e have less lifetimes, such as designs 1, 18 and 15, and bonds 
with largest bonded area are more reliable. From both the virtual x-ray 
tomography cross-sections and bond lift-off rates, the following observations 
were made: 
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1) Insufficient begin force and touch-down (pre-compression) steps result 
in poor bonded area and ultimately less reliable bonds, such as designs 1, 18, 
22, and 15 (see Fig. 4.5).  As can be seen in Fig. 4.5, in the as-bonded 
condition, the bonds attached from the middle with non-uniform shape and 
pre-cracks appear from both corners of the bonds. After 700 cycles the cracks 
started to grow from both corners and micro-voids and micro-cracks started to 
join together, and as shown in the X-Z plane image of design 1, the bond had 
almost lifted off.    
 
Figure  4.5: X-ray tomography images of design 1 and 15 in X-Y plane in as-
bonded condition and after 700 cycles 
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2 Bonded area: 52045 µm
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200 µm 
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2 
700 
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X-Z Plane 
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2) Sufficient ultrasonic power and bond force create uniform bonded area 
and more reliable bonds such as designs 4, 6, 21, 7 and 5 (see Figs. 4.6 and 
4.4). 
 
Figure  4.6: X-ray tomography images of design 4 and 7 in the X-Y plane in as-
bonded condition and after 700 cycles 
3) Results of designs 21 and 4 show that there is an inverse relationship 
between ultrasonic power and time. In other words it can be said that you can 
get well attached and reliable bonds with high power in low times or less 
Design 4 0 cycles 
200 µm 
Bonded area: 258639 µm2 
Design 7 0 cycles 
200 µm Bonded area: 238705 µm
2 
Design 7 700 
cycles 
200 µm Bonded area: 205343 µm
2 
Design 4 700 
cycles 
200 µm 
Bonded area: 234117 µm2 
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power with longer times. Thus the total energy is the important factor, rather 
than either power or time on their own. 
4.3.2.  Relationship of Different Designs and Bond Electrical Signals 
From the above experiment, with its complexity of designs, it was seen that 
there are many poor bonding parameter settings that make the bonds less 
reliable, while there are few parameter combinations that make the bonds well 
attached and hence more reliable. It is therefore of interest for on-line quality 
monitoring to investigate the effect of changes in bonding parameter on the 
current signature of ultrasonic generator. For instance, as it can be seen in Fig. 
4.7 that all current signals rise sharply for about 2 milliseconds at beginning of 
bonding before diverging. Different settings and combinations of parameters 
lead to differences in the rising characteristics and uniformity of the 
waveforms, the time they take to reach a steady state and the maximum current 
(see Fig. 4.7). These features allow potential correlations between the bond 
quality and current signal to be investigated.  
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Figure  4.7: Current envelope of bonding signals for designs 1 to 5. 
From the results of the bonding parameters designs that are shown in figures 
4.3 and 4.4, the following remarks can be made:  
1) For the bonding parameter designs that create less attached bonded area 
and ultimately shorter lifetimes, current signals reach a steady state at a higher 
value compared to the designs that have more bonded area and longer lifetime 
(see Fig. 4.8). Furthermore, the result obtained from signal analysis show the 
more reliable designs such as design 4 have a more uniform signal shape 
compared to less reliable designs such as design 1. 
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Figure  4.8: Current envelope of bonding signals for designs 1 and 4 (weakest 
design compare strongest design) 
2) It can be said that the bonding parameter designs such as 4, 6, 21, 7 and 
5 received a more constant level of power compared to the other designs (see 
Fig. 4.9), indicating consistent mechanical conditions at the bond foot. The x-
ray tomography cross-sections and lift-off rates confirm that these are more 
reliable designs. Average lifetimes of the above designs were 1740, 1600, 
1420, 1420 and 1420, respectively. 
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Figure  4.9: Current envelope of bonding signals for the most reliable designs 
3) A number of designs such as 1, 18, 15, 23 and 22 have unstable signals 
during bonding. Such signal characteristics indicate inconsistent transfer of 
energy at the bond interface, probably resulting from changing mechanical 
conditions. This could be because of inappropriate levels of begin-force and 
touch down (pre-compression) steps.  The lift-off rates during thermal cycling 
also confirm that the above designs are the weakest designs (see Fig. 4.10). 
Average lifetimes of the mentioned designs are 140, 200, 260, 420 and 460 
cycles, respectively (see Fig. 4.4). 
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Figure  4.10: Current envelope of bonding signals for the less reliable designs 
4) Interestingly, the correlation between begin-force and end-force with 
electrical signal can be seen clearly when begin-force value is lower than end-
force, and vice versa (see Fig. 4.11). For instance, in design 14 the begin-force 
was set to a low value of 200 cN, the signal rose to a high level as for other 
weak designs, then slowly fell to a lower value and finally, after the higher 
end-force was applied, levelled off. This illustrates very clearly that the 
changing mechanical conditions at the bond foot are directly reflected in the 
current envelope. Results of thermal cycling and tomography confirm the 
importance of proper begin-force on reliability of wire bonds. As can be seen 
in Fig. 4.4, the bonds in designs 14 and 12 survived an average of 480 and 
1000 cycles, respectively. 
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Figure  4.11: Current envelope of bonding signals for designs 14 and 12 
5) Signal analysis also allows us to observe the repeatability of bonding of 
the different designs. For instance, as it can be seen in Fig. 4.12, design 17 
shows different signals for each trial, which indicates the design is not 
repeatable. Entirely different lifetimes also resulted from this cohort (see Fig. 
4.4). It is likely that this variability results from the low number of touch-down 
(TD) steps (pre-compression) used in this design. 
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Figure  4.12: Current envelope of bonding signals for the designs 17 
The above experiment has shown that bond signal analysis can facilitate the 
non-destructive evaluation of the effect of bonding process parameters on 
bonds quality. Furthermore, it allows selecting the most appropriate bonding 
parameter settings. For work in the subsequent chapters of this thesis, it has 
been decided to choose the bonding parameters that shown in Table 4.2. 
Table  4.2: Bonding parameters selected for on-line quality assessment  
Time 
 
US power 
 
B-force 
 
E-force 
 
TD-steps 
 
250 145 400 900 100 
 
The average predicted lifetime of these above parameters were calculated by 
MINITAB software (Predict Taguchi Results). The predicted value according 
to the lifetime results of each single design is 1604 number of cycle to failure 
(NCTF). 
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4.4.  Summary  
The results of X-ray tomography images of bonds indicate a strong correlation 
between the inferences of bond quality made from the bond signals and wire 
bond lifetime. In addition, the above experiments have shown that the 
variations in bond quality are detectable from the current envelope of 
ultrasonic signals. In the next chapter, the experimental procedure for on-line 
process monitoring using the selected bond parameter settings found in this 
chapter in order to establish a link between electrical signature and bond 
quality is described. 
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Chapter 5  Establishing the Link 
between Electrical Signature and 
Bond Quality for Lifetime Prediction 
of Wire Bonds 
 
In this chapter, the techniques for predicting the in-service lifetime of bonded 
wires, presented in Chapter 3 using the optimized bonding parameters 
described in Chapter 4. First, the quality of bonds are predicted using SDA 
algorithms based on signals obtained from the ultrasonic generator, then the 
predicted results are compared with the actual bond lifetimes under passive 
thermal cycling. Further, the degradation rates of two selected bond classes are 
investigated. Finally, the performance of the method is examined for different 
bond surface conditions. Details of the experimental work are given in section 
5.1 and 5.2. The results and discussions are presented in section 5.3.  
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5.1.  Experimental procedure 
 Similar to the experiments presented in Chapter 4, the substrates with solder-
mounted and Silicon diode dies were supplied by Dynex Semiconductor Ltd as 
shown in Fig. 5.1.  
 
 
Figure  5.1: Layout for soldering silicon dies on substrate 
5.1.1.  Sample Size  
For this work, the minimum sample size was determined by the Cochran 
method [143]. It should be noted that the formula is based on a normal 
approximation. Assuming the total number of bonds made on the 
manufacturing line in a single batch is relatively large, then:  
𝑛0 =
𝑍𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
2 × (𝑝) × (1 − 𝑝)
𝑑2
                                                                                (5.1) 
Where  𝑛0 is the minimum sample size, 𝑍𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  is determined by the acceptable 
likelihood error (the abscissa of the normal curve). The value of 𝑍𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 is 
generally set to 1.96 representing a 5% level of error that gives minimum 
sample size with high accuracy. 𝑝 is the expected prevalence or proportion 
(maximum variability) for a good estimation and according to Daniel et. al 
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[144], a good choice for  𝑝 is 0.5. 𝑑 is the margin of error (precision); it has 
been shown that if 𝑝 is between 0.1 and 0.9 th en  𝑑 should be set to 0.05 
[144].  
𝑛0 =
(1.96)2 × (0.5) × (1 − 0.5)
(0.05)2
 = 384.16 ~385     
Therefore, the minimum sample size for the proposed method should not be 
less than 385 bonded wires.  
5.1.2.  Bond Parameter Settings 
In total 513, 99.999% pure aluminium wires, 375 μm in diameter, were 
ultrasonically bonded at room temperature onto silicon dies with a 5-μm-thick 
aluminium top metallization with the selected bonding parameters described in 
Chapter 4 and shown in Table 5.1.  
Table  5.1: Optimized bond parameter settings 
Time  (ms)  250 
Ultrasonic power (digits) 145 
Bond force start (cN) 400 
Bond force end (cN) 900 
Touchdown steps (µm) 100 
 
Bonding loop parameters are given in Table 5.2. Bonding parameters and loop 
parameter settings were kept identical through all experiments. 
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Table  5.2: Loop parameters setting  
Loop mode No reverse 
Loop form Rectangular 
Z-Presign (%) 45 
Loop Height (µ) 0 
LoopH-Fct (%) 145 
XY LoopH-Fct (%) 45 
 
The bonds were made on substrates using the below layout shown in Fig. 5.2; a 
maximum 68 bonds could be made on each single substrate.  
 
Figure  5.2: Aluminium wires bonded onto silicon dies  
5.1.3.  Signal Detection 
Electrical signatures were recorded for each bond at a sampling rate of 12.5 
MHz. Similar to the experiment in Chapter 4, the envelopes of the ultrasonic 
generator currents were computed using MATLAB codes available in 
Appendix I. 
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5.1.4.  Description of Samples for the Semi-Supervised Algorithm 
From the 513 bonds, 24 bonds were randomly selected for use as labelled data. 
20% of all bond signals, with the exception of those used as labelled data, were 
randomly selected as a training set and the remaining bonds were selected for 
use as the test set for the SDA algorithm (see Table 5.3 for detailed 
information).   
Table  5.3: Detailed information of the data used for the algorithm 
 Labelled data Training set Test set 
No. of bonds 24 98 391 
 
5.2.  Reliability Tests and Visual Observation for Bonded 
Wires 
The quality and lifetime of wire bonds under passive thermal cycling from -55 
to +125 °C, were evaluated by means of 3D x-ray tomography and tweezer 
tests.  
5.2.1.  3D X-ray Tomography 
The 24 bonds which were randomly selected for use as the labelled data were 
imaged in their as-bonded condition, and then after 700 cycles and 1400 
cycles.  It should be noted that the substrates onto which the randomly selected 
wires were sectioned in order to reduce their size so that tomography imaging 
time and resolution could be optimised. 
5.2.2.  Passive Thermal Cycling 
The samples were subjected to passive thermal cycling from -55 to +125 °C in 
an environmental chamber (see Figs. 3.5 & 3.6).  The degradation behaviour of 
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the wire bonds was evaluated by measuring the reduction in bonded area using 
x-ray tomography virtual cross-sectional images of the same bonds in the as-
bonded condition and then subsequently over their lifetime. 
5.2.3.  Tweezer Tests 
The bonded wires were gently prodded with tweezers after every 100 cycles in 
order to detect any lift-offs and obtain a record of the lifetime of each single 
bonded wire. 
5.3.  Results and Discussions 
The 24 bonds which were randomly selected for X-ray tomography imaging 
were analysed by estimating the bonded area from two dimensional virtual 
cross-sections of the interface in the X-Y plane. This was done using ImageJ 
software as described in Chapter 3. Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, respectively, show 
the variation in bond signal envelope of the imaged wire bonds and their 
bonded area, respectively. 
 
Figure  5.3: Current envelope of 24 selected bonds 
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Figure  5.4: Variation in bonded area in the as-bonded condition measured by 
ImageJ software 
According to the results of measured bonded area, the bonds’ signals were 
classified into three classes “A”, “B” and “C”, and the classified signals were 
used as labelled signals for the semi-supervised algorithm.  
 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐴 > 20.5𝑘 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝜇𝑚2) 
 17.5𝑘 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝜇𝑚2) ≤ 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐵 ≤ 20.5𝑘 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝜇𝑚2) 
 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐶 < 17.5𝑘 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝜇𝑚2) 
 
The bonds within class “A” had the largest bonded area and those within class 
“C” had the least bonded area. Fig.5.5 shows typical X-ray tomography images 
of the bonded area in each class. The labelled signals according to the 
measured bonded area are given in Fig. 5.6. As can be seen, the bonds with the 
largest bonded area (Class “A”) have a more uniform signal shape and 
received a more constant level of power compared to the bonds with the least 
bonded area. 
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Figure  5.5: Virtual cross-sectional images in the X-Y plane of classified 
signals in the as-bonded condition 
 
Figure  5.6: Labelled signals according to measured bonded area 
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5.3.1.  Prediction of Bonds’ Classes 
20% of all bond signals, with the exception of those used as labelled data, were 
randomly selected as a training set and the remaining bonds were selected for 
the test set.  The SDA algorithm [119] was used to predict the bonds’ classes. 
Meanwhile all bonds were subjected to thermal cycling (-55 to +125 °C) and 
inspected for the occurrence of lift-offs at 100 cycle intervals. Fig. 5.7 shows 
that the average lifetime of the class ‘A’ bonds (with largest bonded area) is 
longer than either the class ‘B’ or class ’C’ bonds. The results from the model 
classifier thus indicate a strong correlation between the inferences of bond 
quality made from the bond signals and wire bond lifetime. 
 
Figure  5.7: Average lifetime of predicted classes 
Cumulative frequency curves for the lifetime of the three classes are shown in 
Fig. 5.8. Clear separation of the lifetimes of the three classes can be observed, 
the onset of lift-off for class “A” bonds being almost a factor of two higher 
than for those in class “C”.  
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Figure  5.8: Cumulative frequency curve of three classes 
The data were analysed using a one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) by 
MINITAB software to perform hypothesis tests to determine whether the 
means of the three classes differ. In ANOVA, the most important statistic is P-
value. The results one-way ANOVA shown in Table 5.4 confirm a significant 
difference in lifetime of wire bonds among the three classes since, p-value is 
less than the α–level which is 0.05. This affirms the suitability of the method 
for monitoring the quality of the bonding process. The Individual 95% 
confidence interval for mean of three classes also is given in Table 5.5. The 
details of contents in ANOVA table (Table 5.4) are given in Appendix III.  
Table  5.4: One-way ANOVA for wire bonds lifetime data 
Source SS DF MS F P-value 
Class 27862909 2 13931454 198.24 0.000 
Error 27566861 388 702775   
Total 55129770 390    
    S = 265.1      R-Sq=50.54%   R-Sq(adj)=50.29% 
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Table  5.5: Individual 95% confidence interval for mean of wire bonds lifetime 
data 
 
 
5.3.2.  Setting Target for On-Line Monitoring Assessment 
High product quality requires continuous monitoring and well-controlled 
manufacturing. In our case, the proposed method can automatically predict the 
class of individual bonded wires and hence the expected life. However, 
arbitrary target limits need to be set in order to predict process performance. 
One of the advantages of setting target is that the detection technique would be 
very easy to understand and use. Below, an example of setting a target limits 
for each different class is given (see Fig. 5.9).  
 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐴 > 1800 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 
 1400 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 ≤ 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐵 ≤ 1800 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 
 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐶 < 1400 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 
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Figure  5.9: Using arbitrary limits for the on-line process monitoring technique 
The target limits represent the variation in the process performance which 
allows us to understand the process capability, to detect process improvement/ 
malfunctions and to take appropriate action when the process makes weak 
bonds continuously. In next section, the classifier performance is evaluated 
using the above target limits. 
5.3.3.  Model Performance Evaluation 
The performance of a classification algorithm is a complex and open problem 
to debate although it is most commonly defined in terms of accuracy[145]. The 
assessment of accuracy is an important part of any classification process and it 
is usually assessed by comparing the predicted classes computed using the 
classification algorithm with the real/reference data. Commonly, accuracy is 
evaluated using an error matrix. The error matrix is a table which is often used 
to describe the performance of a classifier[146].  
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5.3.3.1.   Accuracy 
In our case, we have the predicted class of the 391 bonds of the test set and 
their actual lifetimes (i.e. number of cycles to failure). The error matrix of the 
model classifier considering actual lifetimes can be determined based on the 
target limits set in section 5.3.2 (see Fig. 5.9). 
  𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐴 > 1800 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 
 1400 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 ≤ 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐵 ≤ 1800 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 
 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐶 < 1400 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 
Table  5.6: The error matrix of the bond quality classifier 
 Actual lifetime data  
 A B C Sum 
P
re
d
ic
te
d
 
cl
a
ss
es
 A 82 31 0 113 
B 8 137 17 162 
C 0 30 86 116 
 Sum 90 198 103 391 
 
From the above matrix, the overall accuracy of the model can be derived by the 
sum of all correct classified bonds over the total number of bonds. 
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
82 + 137 + 86
391
= 78.00% 
The value of the overall accuracy can, however be misleading and does not 
represent the effectiveness of a classifier in an individual class. In order to 
estimate the performance of the classification method concentrating on the 
individual class, precision and recall are the best performance measures [147]. 
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5.3.3.2.  Precision and Recall 
Originally, Kent et al. defined precision and recall in the area of information 
retrieval. Both terms can show the effectiveness of the predictions in a model 
classifier [148].  
The precision of individual classes can be derived as the number of correctly 
predicted bonds over the total number of predicted bonds in that class. The 
individual precision of the bonds classes are given in Table 5.7.  
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 "𝐴" =  
82
90
= 91% 
Table  5.7: Precision value for each class 
Precision [%] 
Class “A Class “B Class “C” 
0.91 0.69 0.83 
 
The recall value can be derived as the total number of correctly predicted 
bonds over the total number of actual bonds in each class. The individual recall 
values of the bonds classes are given in Table 5.8.  
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 "𝐴" =  
82
113
= 84% 
Table  5.8: Recall value for each class 
Recall values [%] 
Class “A” Class “B” Class “C” 
0.72 0.84 0.74 
 
Ideally, a good model can be described with high precision and high recall 
values. Overall, the model shows precision and recall values above 69% for 
individual classes.  
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5.3.4.  Estimating Die/Substrate/Module Life from Wire Bond 
Process Classifier Data 
In robust process design and control, not only setting a target life but also the 
maximum allowable probability of not reaching the target life is necessary. In 
this part, estimating die/substrate/module life from wire bond process classifier 
data is presented. 
5.3.4.1.  Assumptions and Models for Life Expectancy 
As mentioned earlier, wire bonds are classified into one of three classes: “A”, 
“B” and “C”. The lifetime statistics of each of these classes is described by a 
cumulative probability distribution that approximates a Weibull distribution 
(see Fig. 5.8). Each wire is assumed to behave independently of the others i.e. 
the failure of a one wire does not affect the life of any of the others. 
For a die with a number of wires bonded onto it is desired to determine the life 
expectancy or probability of failure after a prescribed number of thermal 
cycles, since the class of each bond is known. For the purposes of this analysis, 
it is considered the case where each bond wire has a single bond on the die 
surface (i.e. no stitch bonds). Then it is assumed that the die interconnect has 
failed when more than a certain number of the wires have failed. Let’s define 
this number to be 𝑁𝑓. 
For any die, it is assumed a total of 𝑁 bonds of which 𝑛𝐴 are in class “A”, 𝑛𝐵 
are in class “B” and 𝑛𝐶   are in class “C”. The respective cumulative 
probabilities of failure, as a function of thermal cycles, for each of the wires in 
each of these classes, are given respectively by 𝑃𝐴, 𝑃𝐵, and 𝑃𝐶. 
It is determined the probability of failure of a given sample of the wires on the 
die by considering the probability of failure of each of those wires in the 
sample and the probability that all other wires have not failed. Within the 
sample, the number of wires in class “A” is 𝑎, the number of wires in class “B” 
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is 𝑏 and the number of wires in class “C” is 𝑐 , based on binomial probability 
formula: 
𝑝𝐵
𝑏(1 − 𝑃𝐵)
(𝑛𝐵−𝑏)𝑝𝑎𝑏𝑐 = 
𝑛𝐴!
𝑎! (𝑛𝐴 − 𝑎)!
𝑛𝐵!
𝑏! (𝑛𝐵 − 𝑏)!
𝑛𝐶!
𝑐! (𝑛𝐶 − 𝑐)!
𝑝𝐴
𝑎(1 − 𝑃𝐴)
(𝑛𝐴−𝑎)𝑝𝐶
𝑐(1 − 𝑃𝐶)
(𝑛𝐶−𝑐)            (5.2)  
5.3.4.2.  Wire Bond Failure on a Single Die 
To determine the probability of die interconnect failure, it is needed to 
determine the probability that more than a given number of wires has failed. 
First, it is considered the possible combinations of wire failures from each of 
the classes that can result in a given total number of wire failures, m, (i.e. all 
the possible wire samples that contain a total of 𝑚 wires are selected) and sum 
the probabilities to find the probability of an 𝑚-wire failure: 
𝑝𝑚 = ∑ ∑ ∑
𝑛𝐴!
𝑎! (𝑛𝐴 − 𝑎)!
𝑛𝐵!
𝑏! (𝑛𝐵 − 𝑏)!
𝑛𝐶!
𝑐! (𝑛𝐶 − 𝑐)!
𝑝𝐴
𝑎(1 − 𝑃𝐴)
(𝑛𝐴−𝑎)𝑝𝐵
𝑏 (1
𝑛𝐶
𝑐=0
𝑛𝐵
𝑏=0
𝑎+𝑏+𝑐=𝑚
𝑛𝐴
𝑎=0
− 𝑃𝐵)
(𝑛𝐵−𝑏)𝑝𝐶
𝑐(1 − 𝑃𝐶)
(𝑛𝐶−𝑐)                                                              (5.3) 
 
Next we determine the cumulative probability of there being up to 𝑁𝑓 wire 
failures on the die. 
𝑝𝑁𝑓 = ∑ 𝑝𝑚               
𝑁𝑓
𝑚=0
                                                                                                         (5.4) 
Finally, the probability of there being more than 𝑁𝑓 wire failures on a die is 
1 − 𝑝
𝑁𝑓
. 
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5.3.4.3.  Substrate Tile Failure 
Different dies will have different populations of the wire bond classes and so 
the probability of failure will in general be different for each die. If it is desired 
to calculate the probability of failure of a substrate containing say 𝑀 dies we 
can determine this through the probability that no dies have failed: 
𝑝𝑠𝑓 = 1 − 𝑝no die failures                                                                                                        (5.5) 
𝑝𝑠𝑓 = 1 − ∏ 𝑝𝑁𝑓𝑖
𝑀
𝑖=1
                                                                                                               (5.6) 
5.3.4.4.  Module Level Failure 
The method for determining the probability of substrate tile failure can be 
extended to module level assuming that the failure of a single substrate tile will 
result in failure of the module. 
5.3.4.5.  Example 
Consider a die with 8 wire bonds with a mixture of class “A” & “C” bonds. 
Table 5.9 shows the probabilities of failure determined for the die as a function 
of the number of class “C” bonds for several failure criteria when the target life 
is 1500 cycles (using data from Fig. 5.8/Fig. 5.10b). The final column shows 
the probability of failure of a substrate with 6 dies using a failure criterion of > 
2 wire failures for each die. The impact of the number of class “C” bonds on 
the probability of failure after 1500 cycles is dramatic. 
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Figure  5.10: a) A typical substrate tile, b) cumulative frequency curve 
Table  5.9 : Example of probabilities of failure for eight wires mix of class “A” 
and class “C” 
8 wires mix of class “A” and class “C” Substrate 
number 
“C”-
class 
p >0 wire 
failures 
p > 1 p > 2 p > 3 
p > 4 
lifts @ 
1500 
cycles 
6 dies p>2 
0 0.33658 0.057245 0.005788 0.000372 1.54E-05 0.034231 
1 0.930166 0.275934 0.040318 0.003401 0.000175 0.218798 
2 0.992649 0.858011 0.220497 0.026949 0.001822 0.77566 
3 0.999226 0.978131 0.784582 0.170435 0.016752 0.9999 
4 0.999919 0.996969 0.956766 0.710873 0.125814 1 
5 0.999991 0.999604 0.992599 0.928996 0.637808 1 
6 0.999999 0.99995 0.998849 0.985575 0.895367 1 
7 1 0.999994 0.999832 0.9974 0.975457 1 
8 1 0.999999 0.999977 0.999568 0.994976 1 
 
Table 5.10 gives values for the same set of conditions but this time with a 
mixture of class “A” & “B” bonds. Although less dramatic than that observed 
for the class “C” bonds, the impact of the class “B” bonds on die and substrate 
lifetime is still highly significant. 
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Table  5.10: Example of probabilities of failure for eight wires mix of class “A” 
and class “B” 
8 wires mix of class “A” and class “B” 
  
Substrate 
Number 
“B”-
class 
p > 0 p > 1 p > 2 p > 3 
p > 4 lifts @ 1500 
cycles 
6 dies 
p>2 
0 0.33658 0.057245 0.005788 0.000372 1.54E-05 0.034231 
1 0.546081 0.134429 0.017975 0.001441 7.17E-05 0.10312 
2 0.689424 0.25688 0.048305 0.005066 0.000313 0.257006 
3 0.7875 0.388311 0.107254 0.015618 0.001259 0.493746 
4 0.854606 0.510839 0.18956 0.040224 0.004498 0.716648 
5 0.90052 0.61698 0.28543 0.082337 0.013563 0.866872 
6 0.931934 0.704866 0.385505 0.141204 0.032183 0.946159 
7 0.953429 0.77544 0.482641 0.213239 0.062819 0.980824 
8 0.968136 0.830873 0.572186 0.293601 0.106091 0.993869 
 
5.3.4.6.  Determining expected life at die, substrate or module level 
The expressions for the probabilities of failure are functions of the cumulative 
probability density functions for each of the wire classes which are, themselves 
defined as functions of the number of thermal cycles. Each of the expressions 
can therefore be inverted (numerically) to determine the life in cycles for a 
given probability of failure. 
5.3.5.  Determination of Degradation Rate  
The bonds randomly selected for X-ray tomography were imaged at zero 
cycles (in the as-bonded condition), 700 cycles and 1400 cycles. The reduction 
of bonded area was measured to obtain the rate of degradation for the different 
classes. Fig. 5.11 & Fig. 5.12 show the results for both two classes of bonds. In 
the as-bonded condition, the bonds attached from the middle and significant 
pre-cracks appear around the edge and in particular at the toe and heel of the 
bonds. After 700 cycles, cracks have started to grow inwards from the edge 
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and micro-voids have begun to coalesce.  After 1400 cycles, the bond has 
almost lifted off as illustrated in the X–Z plane image inset in Fig. 5.11. 
Fig. 5.12 shows that in the as-bonded state the bonds in class “A” have a more 
uniform shape compared to those in class “C”. Again, pre-cracks are evident 
around the edge of the bond and in particular at the heel and toe. After 1400 
cycles micro-voids have started to join together. The rate of degradation, for all 
bonds were measured in terms of the remaining bonded area, for both classes is 
shown Fig. 5.13. The results indicate that both classes degrade at almost the 
same rate, although the initial bonded area of the class “A” bonds is 
significantly higher, leading to longer life. 
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Figure  5.11: Virtual cross-section images of two bonds in class “C” in X–Y 
plane in as-bonded condition, 700 cycles and 1400 cycles 
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Figure  5.12: Virtual cross-section images of two bonds in class “A” in X–Y 
plane in as-bonded condition, 700 cycles and 1400 cycles 
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Figure  5.13: Bonds degradation rate in class “A” and “C” 
The estimated lifetime from the linear regression lines in Fig. 5.13 agree very 
well with the actual average lifetime of the predicted class “A” in Fig. 5.7 (see 
Table 5.11). In Class “C”, there is a bit difference between the estimated 
lifetime and the actual average lifetime. This might be because bonds with very 
small bonded area are prone to lift-off as a result of gentle prodding with the 
tweezer. Therefore, it might be a reason that the actual (tweezer test) lifetime is 
less than the lifetime estimated from the residual bonded area.  
Table  5.11: Details of actual and lifetime values for class “A” and “C” 
 
Class “A” 
(NCTF) 
 
 
Class “C” 
(NCTF) 
 
Actual Lifetime (see Fig. 5.7) 2104 1198 
Estimated Lifetime (see Fig. 5.13) 2278 1560 
y = -95.13x + 217171 
R² = 0.9858 
y = -102.57x + 160088 
R² = 0.9891 
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5.3.6.  Surface Treatment 
Evidence from previous work obtained from the literature confirms that 
appropriate surface treatment prior to wire bonding improves wire bonding 
strength by removing contamination [42-45]. In this work, we also checked the 
performance of the presented method for three different bond pad conditions, 
namely: freshly manufactured dies with plasma cleaning (condition “i”), 
freshly manufactured dies without plasma cleaning (condition “ii”)and 
manufactured dies which had been stored in a argon purged cabinet for 4 days 
at room temperature (condition “iii”). 
The freshly manufactured dies were taken and plasma cleaned for 15 minutes 
with argon. Immediately after etching, 59 bonds were made on the clean 
devices. Fig. 5.14 shows the envelope of current signals for the bonded wires.   
 
Figure  5.14: Envelope of current signals of plasma cleaned sample (condition 
“i”) 
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As can be seen in Fig. 5.14, most of the bonds received a constant level of 
power which indicates consistent mechanical conditions at the bond foot.  
Then, freshly manufactured dies were bonded. The envelope of the signals of 
65 bonds indicates greater inconsistency in transferring energy compared to the 
plasma cleaned sample (see Fig. 5.15). This could be because of the presence 
of contamination and or oxide on the top of the die’s surface. 
 
Figure  5.15: Envelope of current signals of freshly manufactured sample 
without plasma cleaning (condition “ii”) 
Next, 63 bonds were made on dies which were kept in the argon cabinet for 4 
days. The envelopes of signals show significant differences compared to the 
plasma-cleaned and freshly manufactured (see Fig. 5.16).  Signal 
characteristics indicate inconsistent transfer of energy at the bond interface, 
which might indicate changing mechanical conditions at the interface during 
bonding.  
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Figure  5.16: Envelope of current signals of manufactured dies which were kept 
in argon purged cabinet for 4 days (condition “iii”) 
The signals of three different bond conditions were fed into the SDA classifier 
algorithm in order to predict the class of bonds. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.17, 
which shows the effect of bond surface condition on bond quality. The results 
show that the plasma cleaned samples contain no class “C” bonds, in other 
words no weak bonds. This also confirms the work of Nowfult et al. that 
plasma cleaning can provide the best wire bonding quality [42]. The results 
from the stored samples condition clearly illustrate how bond quality is 
reduced due to using ‘old’ dies. 
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Figure  5.17: Classification results in a) using fresh and plasma cleaned dies, b) 
fresh and without plasma cleaning c) old dies (stored for 4 days in purged 
cabinet) and without plasma cleaning 
Following bonding, all samples were subjected to passive thermal cycling, and 
the lifetime of each bond was determined with tweezer test. Fig. 5.18 shows 
the average lifetime of the bonded wire vs. bond pad condition. The result 
shows plasma-cleaned samples have longer life in average compare to the 
other bond pad conditions.  
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Figure  5.18: Average lifetime of wire bonds in different bond pad conditions 
5.4.  Summary 
Overall, the method for bond quality assessment proposed in this work has 
been shown to be capable of distinguishing between the differing levels of 
bond quality expected within a batch of bonds exhibiting typical variation 
which are not solely due to the wire bonding machine and its parameters, but 
also due to other factors, including the condition of bond surface such as 
cleanliness of die surface, freshness of die and bonding environment condition.  
Although the lifetime of the predicted classes of bond quality show some 
variation, especially in bonds classified as class “A”. However, the 
classification is strong enough to demonstrate that the bonds may be separated 
into different quality groups for the purposes of on-line quality monitoring and 
evaluation of the wire bonding process. In addition, it is important to note that 
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the accuracy of prediction of the model classifier can be improved by adding 
more labelled signals and increasing the size of the training set. 
In this chapter, a non-destructive on-line technique for detecting the quality of 
ultrasonically bonded wires by application of a semi-supervised algorithm to 
process signals obtained from the ultrasonic generator was presented. The role 
of the semi-supervised algorithm was to find the best model classifier using 
labelled data and a training set.  
Experimental tests verified that the classification method is capable of 
accurately predicting bond quality, indicated by bonded area measured by X-
ray tomography. Samples classified during bonding were subjected to 
temperature cycling between -55°C and +125°C and the distribution of bond 
life amongst the different classes analysed. It is demonstrated that the as-
bonded quality classification is closely correlated with thermal cycling life and 
can therefore be used as a non-destructive tool for monitoring bond quality and 
predicting useful service life. 
The remaining useful life of die/substrate/module from as-bonded condition 
can be determined using the presented probabilistic assessment method. 
In the next chapter, same classification technique was applied on a few 
samples which are subjected to active power cycling test.  
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Chapter 6  Classifier Performance 
for Samples Subjected to Active 
Power Cycling  
 
The aim of this chapter is to examine the performance of the model classifier 
achieved in Chapter 5 with samples which were subjected to power cycling test 
from +40 to +120°C. The bonds were made under different bond pad 
conditions in order to create different bond strengths. The electrical signals 
obtained from ultrasonic generator were recorded during bonding and logged 
as unlabelled data and then classified with the model classifier. The bonds 
were imaged in the as-bonded condition and over their lifetime using 3D x-ray 
tomography.   In this chapter, firstly, sample preparation method is explained, 
then a brief overview of the active power cycling rig is presented, and finally 
the results of classification and lifetime estimation are presented and discussed. 
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6.1.  Experimental procedure 
Similar to the experiments done in previous chapters, the substrate and silicon 
dies which have been previously soldered onto substrates were provided by 
Dynex Semiconductor Ltd.  
6.1.1.  Active Power Cycling Set-up 
The power cycling rig used in this research applies a constant current to heat 
up samples while a cold-plate connected to a temperature-controlled circuit 
cools down the samples. Each sample consists of a single silicon die soldered 
onto substrate and eight wire bonds (see Fig. 6.3). Each sample was fixed to 
the cold plate with two thick copper plates (See Fig. 6.1).  
 
Figure  6.1: Fixing the sample on cold plate with copper plates  
For achieving the best measure of junction temperature, the infrared (IR) 
sensor lenses were closely focused on the black strip on the silicon dies (see 
Fig. 6.2). The current is controlled by a set of metal-oxide semiconductor field-
effect transistors (MOSFETs). When the temperature of silicon dies reaches to 
the upper temperature limit, the MOSFETs are activated and the load current is 
IR sensor 
Copper plates 
Cold plate 
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diverted to a bypass circuit. When the temperature drops lower than lower 
temperature limit, the bypass device is switched off and the load current goes 
through the devices again [35]. In this experiment, the power cycling rig was 
set to apply a constant current of about 70 A. Each cycle was about eight 
seconds long (one second heating and seven seconds cooling) and the 
temperature amplitude was approximately 80K (from 40°C to 120°C). The 
power cycling rig and a snapshot of the temperature profile are given in 
Chapter 3, Figs. 3.8 and 3.9, respectively. Similar to the passive thermal 
cycling samples, the degradation behaviour of the wire bonds was evaluated by 
measuring the reduction in bonded area using x-ray tomography images of the 
same bonds in the as-bonded condition and over its lifetime.  
6.1.2.  Sample Preparation 
In order to prepare samples for active power cycling test before wire bonding, 
firstly the centre of the silicon dies were painted with matt black spray as an 
emissivity reference in order to create temperature measurement spot for IR 
sensor lenses (see Fig. 6.2). 
 
Figure  6.2: Substrate preparation for wire bonding 
 
Black strip 
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6.1.3.  Bond Parameter Setting 
In total 16, 99.999% pure aluminium wires, 375 μm in diameter, were 
ultrasonically bonded at room temperature onto silicon dies with a 5-μm-thick 
aluminium top metallization with the optimized bonding parameters described 
in Chapter 4 and shown in Table 5.1& 5.2 (Chapter 5). Similar to the 
experiment done in Chapter 5 (section 5.3.6.), bonds were made onto different 
bond surfaces. First, eight bonds were made on a die which had been kept in an 
argon-purged cabinet for one day (condition “1”) and then eight bonds were 
made on a die which had been kept in the argon-purged cabinet for seven days 
(condition “2”). In addition, it should be noted that the wire bonding layout in 
this experiment contains stitch bonds. A stitch bond has wire loops at both 
ends of the bond (see Fig. 6.3).  
 
Figure  6.3: Aluminium wires bonded onto silicon dies for active power cycling 
test 
6.1.4.  Signal Detection 
Similar to the previous experiment in Chapters 4 & 5, electrical signatures 
were recorded for each first bond at a sampling rate of 12.5 MHz. and the 
1st bond 
Stitch bond 
Substrate bond 
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envelopes of the ultrasonic generator currents were computed using MATLAB 
codes available in Appendix I. 
6.1.5.  Description of Samples for the SDA Algorithm 
In order to predict the class of the bonds, all 16 bonds were logged as 
unlabelled data and introduced to the model classifier which was developed in 
Chapter 5. In more detail, the labelled data are the 24 bonds used in Chapter 5 
and the training data set remains the same. These 16 bonds were added to the 
test data for classification. 
6.1.6.  3D X-ray Tomography 
In order to evaluate the quality and lifetime of all the bonded wires 3D x-ray 
tomography were used. All bonds are imaged in their as-bonded condition, and 
then after approximately 50k and 110k cycles.  
6.2.  Results and Discussions 
As the first bonds are the focus for quality assessment and lifetime prediction, 
their electrical signals were recorded. The envelopes of signals for the two 
types of bond surface are given in Fig. 6.4 & Fig. 6.5. Again, the envelope of 
signals indicates significant differences for the different bond pad conditions. 
Almost all bonds on condition “2” sample generated unstable signal during 
bonding. The non-uniformity of the waveforms indicates poor energy transfer 
at the bond interface, probably because deterioration in the quality of the 
surfaces of the substrates after storage in the argon-purged cabinet for seven 
days. The majority of bonds made on condition “1” sample generated more 
stable and uniform signal shape and received more constant level of power 
compared to the condition “2” sample. 
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Figure  6.4: Current envelopes of the eight bonds on a freshly manufactured die 
 
Figure  6.5: Current envelope of the 8 bonds on a die which were kept in an 
argon- purged cabinet for seven days 
The model classifier built in Chapter 5 was used to predict the class of these 16 
bonds.  The results of the predicted class of bonds are given in below table (see 
table 6.1). 
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Table  6.1: The predicted class of bonds for active power cycling 
 Bond_1 Bond_2 Bond_3 Bond_4 Bond_5 Bond_6 Bond_7 Bond_8 
Condition 
“1” 
Class 
“C” 
Class 
“A” 
Class 
“A” 
Class 
“A” 
Class 
“B” 
Class 
“B” 
Class 
“A” 
Class 
“A” 
Condition 
“2” 
Class 
“C” 
Class 
“C” 
Class 
“C” 
Class 
“C” 
Class 
“C” 
Class 
“C” 
Class 
“C” 
Class 
“C” 
 
As table 6.1 shows, and as expected from the bond signal envelopes , condition 
“2” produced only weak bonds, classified as class “C” and bond pad condition 
“1” mostly contains strong bonds classified as “A”. In the next section, the 
degradation behaviour of bonds in different classes was observed in the as-
bonded condition, after about 50k cycles and about 110k cycles.  
6.2.1.  Determination of Degradation Rate 
The bonded wires were imaged by 3D x-ray tomography in the as-bonded 
condition, and then after 50k and approximately 100k cycles. The reduction of 
bonded area as visualised in the X-Y plane was measured using the polygon 
tool in ImageJ software to obtain the rate of degradation for the first bonds 
shown in Fig. 6.6.  
Figure  6.6: An overview of sample for active power cycling test, a) 3D 
rendered view, b) Selected wires in X-Y plane 
a)  3D rendered 
view 
b) X-Y 
plane 
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Bonded area in the as-bonded condition was measured by looking at the virtual 
cross-section of the bonds parallel to the interface in the X-Y plane, similar to 
Chapter 5. However, for boned wires which had been power cycled, measuring 
bonded area was more challenging, as the crack-propagation is not restricted to 
one plane, and therefore damage can be seen not only at the bond interface but 
also above the interface. Therefore, in order to quantify bonded area, several 
layers parallel to interface in X-Y plane and other planes were examined. In 
order to explain the procedure that was followed for measuring bonded area for 
cycled bonds, virtual cross-sections of different plane view of two bonds in 
different classes are given in Figs. 6.7- 6.10. 
Fig. 6.7 shows the virtual cross-sectional view of a class “A” bond (bond no. 
8) after 45k cycles from different Z heights –about 3µm- (indicated with red 
dash lines). Some lifted area can be seen in the bond tail area and rising heel 
region (see Fig. 6.7a). At the interface, some cracks can be seen at the rising 
heel region and small are voids observed in the middle of the bond (see Fig. 
6.7b). A few microns above interface more cracks at rising heel can be 
observed (see Fig.6.7c & 6.7d). Figs. 6.7b, 6.7c and 6.7d, shows the depth of 
the voids is different inside the bonds near the interface, as some can be seen in 
all the X-Y sections but some appears on one or two sections. 
Fig. 6.8 illustrates the damage such as lifted area and voids within the selected 
bond after 45k cycles in the X-Y and X-Z planes. Cross-sections made along 
X-Z plane are indicated by the yellow dashed lines. By looking at the plane 
views as explained above, the region indicated by long dashed red line is 
considered for measuring bonded area (see Fig. 6.8). 
Figs. 6.9 & 6.10 show a class “C” bond in different plane views after 50k 
cycles.  Virtual crass-sections from different Z heights are presented in Fig. 
6.9. Lifted area and cracks can be seen in these X-Y views. For further 
illustration, X-Z plane views are also presented that mainly show lifted area, 
crack and voids within the bonds. Again, the region that is indicated by long 
dash red line is considered for measuring bonded area (see Fig. 6.10).  
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Figure  6.7: Virtual cross-sections with different Z height in the X-Y planes and 
Y-Z plane, bond no. 8, condition “1”, Class “A” 
a) 
c) 
d) 
b) 
a) b) 
Virtual slice with different Z height 
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Lifted 
area 
Bond no. 8 
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Rising heel  
Bond tail  
Bond tail  Rising heel  
100 µm  100 µm  
100 
µm  
c) d) 
Voids 
100 µm  100 µm  
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Figure  6.8: Virtual cross-sections with different X position in the, X-Y plane 
and X-Z planes, bond no. 8, condition “1”, Class “A” 
a) b) 
c) 
d) 
e) f) 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
Lifted area 
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100 µm 
100 µm 
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100 µm 
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Figure  6.9: Virtual cross-sections with different Z height in the X-Y planes and 
Y-Z plane, bond no. 8, condition “2”, Class “C” 
The bonds within class “A” had the largest bonded area and those within class 
“C” had the least bonded area. The bonded area reduced with increasing 
number of cycles. 
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Figure  6.10: Virtual cross-sections with different X position in the, X-Y plane 
and X-Z planes, bond no. 8, condition “2”, Class “C” 
a) b) 
c) 
d) 
e) f) 
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b) 
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a) 
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The observed results from virtual cross-sections in different plane views show 
that damage occurs initially at the bond peripheries, particularly in the rising 
heel. Initial damage could occur during the bonding process, which flexes the 
wire at the heels during loop formation [149]. Further damage will accumulate 
during power cycling, for example as explained in Onuki et al.’s study and 
illustrated schematically Fig. 6.11.  During power cycling, heating causes 
compressive stress at the bond periphery while cooling causes tensile stress in 
around the periphery of the bonded wire and cracks propagate during the 
cooling process at both bond ends and more generally around the periphery 
[33, 150].  
 
Figure  6.11: Region of stress in Al wire during active power cycling [150] 
6.2.2.  Estimation of Lifetime 
The rate of degradation for both classes (“A” and “C”), measured following the 
above observations in terms of the remaining bonded area.  Fig. 6.12 shows the 
average bonded area across all bonds of the same class versus lifetime. The 
results indicate that the rate of degradation in both classes at about the same, 
although the bonded area in the as-bonded condition of class “A” is 
significantly higher. End of life values determined by extrapolating the linear 
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regression lines of the selected bonds for class “A” and “C” bonds are about 
116k cycles and 78k cycles, respectively.  
 
Figure  6.12: Bonds degradation rate in class “A” and “C” (active power 
cycling) 
Based on the Coffin-Manson model, these results have been compared with the 
lifetime estimation curve of Held et al.[57] and Ramminger et al [41]shown in 
Fig. 6.13. Held et al. lifetime estimation graph is based on lifetime 𝑁𝑓  vs ∆𝑇𝑗 
with 𝑇𝑚 (mean cycling temperature) as parameters. In present experiment,  ∆𝑇𝑗 
is 80K and 𝑇𝑚 is 80 °C. Lifetime of predicted class “C” agrees with the both 
models but class “A” shows longer lifetime. Again, the results of lifetime 
indicate that the model classifier bond class is closely correlated to both the as-
bonded area, estimated by X-ray tomography, and the cyclic lifetime.  
Furthermore, as the model classifier used in this experiment is the same as that 
built in Chapter 5, then it is safe to assume that the predicted class for the 
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bonds made in the previous chapter would have similar lifetimes as above if 
they were subjected to the same active power cycling test. 
 
Figure  6.13: Comparing the results of lifetime with a) Ramminger et al. 
[41]and b) Held et al. [57]lifetime curve 
~ 116k cycles (Class “A”)  
~ 78k cycles (Class “C”)  
a)  
b)  
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6.3.  Summary  
In this chapter, the performance of the model classifier described in Chapter 5 
was examined on bonded wires subjected to active power cycling from +40 to 
+120 °C. Firstly, the classes of the bonded wires were predicted. Then, the 
degradation rate and end of life were estimated using non-destructive 3D X-ray 
tomography. The results again confirmed the capability of the presented model 
classifier for predicting bond quality. End of life estimation for the samples 
were compared with existing works and the results for class “C” bonds agree 
with the previous study. 
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Chapter 7  Conclusions and 
Recommendations for Future work 
 
7.1.  Conclusions 
This thesis presents a new non-destructive technique for the real-time 
assessment of bond quality and prediction of lifetime, based on signals 
acquired during the ultrasonic bonding process 
The presented work covered a number of key steps in the quest to identify an 
appropriate non-destructive bond quality monitoring tool.  
Chapter 3 established the use of x-ray tomography as a non-destructive 
technique for evaluating the bonded area and therefore the initial quality and 
subsequent extent of degradation of thermally cycled bonds. 
In Chapter 4, the effects of bonding parameters such as ultrasonic power, pre-
compression steps and initial bond force on the reliability of wire bonds in 
power electronic modules is studied. Analysis of virtual cross-sections 
obtained from X-ray tomography images before and after passive thermal 
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cycling indicated good correlation between the bonds signal (i.e. an indicator 
of the initial bond quality) and wire bond lifetime.  
The experimental results presented in Chapter 5 verified that the non-
destructive method is able to separate a normal batch of bonded wires into 
quality classes. The bonded area measurements agreed with the results of the 
classification algorithm. More interestingly, the lifetime data for these bonds 
linked perfectly with the initial quality classifications made from the ultrasonic 
signals. In addition, the results indicated that poor initial bond quality led to 
shorter lifetimes but the observed damage mechanisms and degradation rates 
were more or less the same. 
The results from the study of different bond pad conditions clearly show how 
that bond quality is influenced by the bond pad conditions.  
With the aid of the probabilistic assessment method presented in Chapter 5, it 
is possible to determine important properties of remaining useful life of 
die/substrate/module from as-bonded condition, without simulating system 
until failure. 
The results of the lifetime estimation were compared with previous works in 
the literature and shown a good agreement. Again, it indicates the capability of 
the method in real time lifetime prediction. However, a larger sample size and 
more labelled data would boost statistical confidence levels in the accuracy of 
the lifetime predictions made. 
In conclusion, the main findings from the studies can be summarised as 
follows.  
 The developed method provides a non-destructive way of evaluating 
wire bond quality in real time and all the steps followed in this method 
such as the signal acquisition, data analysis, classification and lifetime 
production can be carried out instantaneously on the production line 
with minimal additional infrastructural requirements. Therefore, it can 
be used to detect any fault or abnormality continuously and in real-
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time, instead of having relying on quality measurements at the end of a 
batch or at given sampling intervals.  
 The findings from the estimation of probability of failure of 
die/substrate/module suggest that the method can be applied to 
streamline production processes by, for example, grading predicted 
product life based on the proportion of high-quality bonds and in the 
development of improved bonding processes, or as illustrated, in the 
identification of optimised handling and cleaning methods.  
 The present study can predict wire bond lifetime from initial bond 
quality without any destructive test such as shear test, therefore, the 
information obtained from this method can also be used for wire bonds 
lifetime models in order to provide uncertainty quantification for life 
prediction. 
 Finally, the proposed method possesses significant improvement and 
effectiveness compared with other existing methods of real-time bond-
quality monitoring.  
7.2.  Future Work 
In future work, it would be interesting to use additional cross-validation 
datasets to evaluate and improve the model classifier performance. In addition, 
more research is required to evaluate the accuracy of the model performance 
on new and more extensive datasets which represent typical production 
batches. Ideally such studies would be carried out in collaboration with a 
power module manufacturer.  
The presented work considers degradation under a limited range of 
temperature and power cycling conditions. It would be very interesting to 
evaluate the same technique for the prediction of the useful in-service life of 
bonded wires over a wider range of thermal and power cycling conditions and 
with wires of different diameter.  
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Lastly, it has been proposed that Aluminium wire bonds might be replaced by 
Copper wire bonds. As Copper wire offers greater current carrying capacity 
(higher electrical and thermal conductivity) and longer lifetime as the lower 
coefficient of thermal expansion reduces fatigue stress at the wire-die interface. 
However, replacing existing technologies with new ones presents new 
challenges. Therefore, another possible area of future research would be 
applying the same approach for on-line quality monitoring of copper wire 
bonding.   
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Appendix I 
MATLAB codes for calculating envelope of current signal 
clc 
clear all 
close all 
count=0; 
a = dir('*.dat'); 
load time.dat 
all_rms=ones(1000,170); 
for j = 37 %length(a) 
fileName=['bond' num2str(j)];% ID_1 to n  
  d= load ([fileName '.dat']); 
  count=count; 
  
  dd=-d(1:end,1); %- 
  counter = 0; 
   
 for i=1:4999:4995000 %4900000 
    counter = counter+1; 
    y= dd(i:i+4999,1); 
  
N  = 4999;       % number of points 
fs = 12500000;       % sample rate 
t = (0 : N-1) / fs; 
  
h = fft(y); 
  
% Scale frequency and amplitude. 
freq = fs * (0 : N/2) / N; 
  
data= 2/N * abs(h(1 : N/2+1)); 
  
selectregion=data(21:27,:); 
selectregion2(:,counter)=data(21:27,:); 
% RMS  
rms_data(counter,:)=sqrt(sum(selectregion.^2)); 
tt(counter,1)=time(i,1); 
  
end 
  
count=count+1; 
all_rms(:,count)=rms_data(1:counter,1); 
end 
  
hold on 
plot (time, d); hold on 
plot (tt, rms_data); hold on 
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Appendix II 
SDA algorithm MATLAB codes[136] : 
function [eigvector, eigvalue] = SDA(gnd,fea,semiSplit,options) 
% SDA: Semi-supervised Discriminant Analysis 
% 
%       [eigvector, eigvalue] = 
SDA(gnd,feaLabel,feaUnlabel,options) 
%  
%             Input: 
%               gnd     - Label vector.   
%               fea     - data matrix. Each row vector of fea 
is a data point.  
% 
%             semiSplit - fea(semiSplit,:) is the labeled data 
matrix.  
%                       - fea(~semiSplit,:) is the unlabeled 
data matrix.  
% 
%               options - Struct value in Matlab. The fields in 
options 
%                         that can be set: 
% 
%                     WOptions     Please see ConstructW.m for 
detailed options.   
%                       or 
%                      W           You can construct the W 
outside. 
% 
%                     ReguBeta     Paramter to tune the weight 
between 
%                                  supervised info and local 
info 
%                                    Default 0.1.  
%                                       beta*L+\tilde{I}  
%                     ReguAlpha    Paramter of Tinkhonov 
regularizer 
%                                    Default 0.1.  
% 
%                         Please see LGE.m for other options. 
% 
%             Output: 
%               eigvector - Each column is an embedding 
function, for a new 
%                           data point (row vector) x,  y = 
x*eigvector 
%                           will be the embedding result of x. 
%               eigvalue  - The eigvalue of SDA eigen-problem. 
sorted from 
%                           smallest to largest.  
% 
%        
%  
% 
% See also LPP, LGE 
% 
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%Reference: 
% 
%   Deng Cai, Xiaofei He and Jiawei Han, "Semi-Supervised 
Discriminant 
%   Analysis ", IEEE International Conference on Computer 
Vision (ICCV), 
%   Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Oct. 2007.    
% 
%   version 2.0 --July/2007  
%   version 1.0 --May/2006  
% 
%   Written by Deng Cai (dengcai2 AT cs.uiuc.edu) 
 
%    Examples: 
% 
  
  
if ~isfield(options,'ReguType') 
    options.ReguType = 'Ridge'; 
end 
if ~isfield(options,'ReguAlpha') 
    options.ReguAlpha = 0.1; 
end 
  
  
[nSmp,nFea] = size(fea); 
nSmpLabel = sum(semiSplit); 
nSmpUnlabel = sum(~semiSplit); 
  
  
if nSmpLabel+nSmpUnlabel ~= nSmp 
    error('input error!'); 
end 
  
if ~isfield(options,'W')  
    options.WOptions.gnd = gnd; 
    options.WOptions.semiSplit = semiSplit; 
    W = constructW(fea,options.WOptions); 
else 
    W = options.W; 
end 
  
gnd = gnd(semiSplit); 
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classLabel = unique(gnd); 
nClass = length(classLabel); 
Dim = nClass; 
  
  
D = full(sum(W,2)); 
W = -W; 
for i=1:size(W,1) 
    W(i,i) = W(i,i) + D(i); 
end 
  
ReguBeta = 0.1; 
if isfield(options,'ReguBeta') && (options.ReguBeta > 0)  
    ReguBeta = options.ReguBeta; 
end 
  
LabelIdx = find(semiSplit); 
D = W*ReguBeta; 
for i=1:nSmpLabel 
    D(LabelIdx(i),LabelIdx(i)) = D(LabelIdx(i),LabelIdx(i)) + 
1; 
end 
  
 %========================== 
% If data is too large, the following centering codes can be 
commented 
%========================== 
if isfield(options,'keepMean') && options.keepMean 
else 
    if issparse(fea) 
        fea = full(fea); 
    end 
    sampleMean = mean(fea,1); 
    fea = (fea - repmat(sampleMean,nSmp,1)); 
end 
%========================== 
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DPrime = fea'*D*fea; 
  
switch lower(options.ReguType) 
    case {lower('Ridge')} 
        for i=1:size(DPrime,1) 
            DPrime(i,i) = DPrime(i,i) + options.ReguAlpha; 
        end 
    case {lower('RidgeLPP')} 
        for i=1:size(DPrime,1) 
            DPrime(i,i) = DPrime(i,i) + options.ReguAlpha; 
        end 
    case {lower('Tensor')} 
        DPrime = DPrime + 
options.ReguAlpha*options.regularizerR; 
    case {lower('Custom')} 
        DPrime = DPrime + 
options.ReguAlpha*options.regularizerR; 
    otherwise 
        error('ReguType does not exist!'); 
end 
  
DPrime = max(DPrime,DPrime'); 
  
 feaLabel = fea(LabelIdx,:); 
  
Hb = zeros(nClass,nFea); 
for i = 1:nClass, 
    index = find(gnd==classLabel(i)); 
    classMean = mean(feaLabel(index,:),1); 
    Hb (i,:) = sqrt(length(index))*classMean; 
end 
WPrime = Hb'*Hb; 
WPrime = max(WPrime,WPrime'); 
  
 dimMatrix = size(WPrime,2); 
  
if Dim > dimMatrix 
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    Dim = dimMatrix;  
end 
  
  
if isfield(options,'bEigs') 
    if options.bEigs 
        bEigs = 1; 
    else 
        bEigs = 0; 
    end 
else 
    if (dimMatrix > 1000 && Dim < dimMatrix/20)   
        bEigs = 1; 
    else 
        bEigs = 0; 
    end 
end 
  
  
if bEigs 
    %disp('use eigs to speed up!'); 
    option = struct('disp',0); 
    [eigvector, eigvalue] = 
eigs(WPrime,DPrime,Dim,'la',option); 
    eigvalue = diag(eigvalue); 
else 
    [eigvector, eigvalue] = eig(WPrime,DPrime); 
    eigvalue = diag(eigvalue); 
     
    [junk, index] = sort(-eigvalue); 
    eigvalue = eigvalue(index); 
    eigvector = eigvector(:,index); 
  
    if Dim < size(eigvector,2) 
        eigvector = eigvector(:, 1:Dim); 
        eigvalue = eigvalue(1:Dim); 
    end 
end 
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for i = 1:size(eigvector,2) 
    eigvector(:,i) = eigvector(:,i)./norm(eigvector(:,i)); 
end 
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Appendix III 
The details of contents of ANOVA table presents in Table 5.5 are summarised 
in below Tables: 
Table Appendix III.1: List of abbreviations 
Source of variations 
𝑑𝑓                 Degree of freedom 
𝑆𝑆    Sum of squares 
𝑀𝑆    Mean squares 
F-ratio A ratio of mean squares 
P-value Probability more than F-value 
 
Table Appendix III.1: List of equations [151] 
Source of variations 𝑺𝑺 𝒅𝒇 𝑴𝑺 𝑭 𝑷 > 𝑭 
Factors 𝑆𝑆𝑡 = 𝑛 ∑(?̅?𝑖. − ?̅?..)
2
𝑎
𝑖=1
 𝑎 − 1 𝑀𝑆𝑡 𝐹 =
𝑀𝑆𝑡
𝑀𝑆𝐸
  
Error 𝑆𝑆𝐸 = 𝑆𝑆𝑇 − 𝑆𝑆𝑡 𝑁 − 𝑎 𝑀𝑆𝐸   
Total 𝑆𝑆𝑇 = ∑ ∑(?̅?𝑖𝑗 − ?̅?..)
2
𝑛
𝑗=1
𝑎
𝑖=1
 𝑁 − 1    
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